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Abstract 
This project draws on my migratory journey, using painting as a vehicle to explore the 
nuances of this enduring experience. Even though I arrived in Australia some twenty years 
ago, my experience echoes that of Paul Carter for whom the migrant does not arrive once 
and for all but continues to arrive over time.  
When the term ‘migration’ is brought together with artistic production, it conjures up a 
distinctive way of working whose very nature is transitory, moving and unfixed. This project 
takes migration as its core subject in terms of its content and its mode of working that 
content. If the experience of migration includes a sense of location in flux, displacement and 
the strange sensation of different time zones felt simultaneously, how can painting evoke 
this experience? Further, if in understanding a new place, the migrant uses fragments of 
memory, associations and representations formed elsewhere, what modes of painting can 
be used to articulate this? 
The project is situated within the field of ‘migratory aesthetics’, a framework developed by 
Mieke Bal who establishes the migratory as a form of aesthetic practice whose chief 
characteristics are spatial displacement and multi-temporality. While Bal applies this 
approach primarily to the moving image, my intention is to translate it to the specificity of 
painting. In doing so, the aim is to develop a painting process that is itself migratory in 
nature, rather than merely representing the migrant experience.  John Akomfrah’s video 
installation, Vertigo Sea (2015), is used to illustrate Bal’s framework with formal and 
conceptual equivalence established in artwork by Peter Doig.  
I have explored an approach to painting that dislocates fragments of artistic images, 
relocating and recombining them in the new contexts of my paintings. Whilst these 
fragments have particular affective resonance for me as way markers along my migratory 
journey, they also speak to other migratory narratives, most often because the artist who 
produced them was also a migrant. This recombining in a new context of multiple fragments 
with which the artist has some emotional connection, is a hallmark of ‘pastiche’ as defined 
by Richard Dyer. It simultaneously evokes feelings for that which it references at the same 
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time as an awareness of its historical constructedness. I contextualise this by looking at the 
work of Dexter Dalwood. 
The overarching strategy that binds together the parts of this project is that of ‘collage’ 
where collage is understood as the cohering of disparate fragments and materials within a 
unifying frame. I used an overarching collagist approach to encompass modes of painting 
and installation within the fold of migratory aesthetics, in order to answer the following 
questions: 
• How can pastiche be used, within a discourse of painting, to add a nuanced currency
to the field of migratory aesthetics?
• How can combinatory elements of a superficially static, painted, pictorial language
be mobilised to convey a sensitised space of migrant experience?
• How is a migratory practice also a critical practice?
The aim, in answering these questions, was to model a distinct visual presence within the 
field of migratory aesthetics. The model, in this case, may disclose aspects of my own 
migratory experience but I propose that it delivers a framework that is transferable to other 




Aims, objectives and central argument 
This project draws on my experience of migration to Australia, and uses painting as a vehicle 
to explore the nuances of this enduring experience. Within this project, I use the term 
migrant, rather than immigrant, to describe myself and my experience of moving to 
Australia. This is because I emphasise the act of moving which brought me here physically 
and which lingers psychologically. From that experience, I develop a creative process which 
is characterized by the movement of migration. The term migrant implies this movement, 
whereas immigrant implies settlement and stasis.  
Prior to moving to Tasmania, I lived in Barcelona, Spain for six years. When I first went there 
my knowledge of Castilian Spanish consisted of half a dozen words. Coming from Britain, my 
experience in Spain was that of negotiating a new cultural overlay and new language. I was 
acutely aware of my different identity in that context. Even though this awareness of 
difference was not as acute when I moved to Tasmania, nevertheless, a sense of dislocation 
was evident. 
This experience of migratory encounter is accurately captured by Paul Carter (1992, p.2).  
when he writes ‘… the new country is strangely familiar. Its novelty resides not in its 
absolute strangeness but in its strange familiarity’. Carter goes on to recognise the slippery 
relationship between words and naming that can occur in the encounter with a new place. 
That is, on encountering the new (but strangely familiar), language needs to be adjusted, 
new words found, old ones discarded, and in this oscillating, unfixed semantic landscape, 
‘the migrant does not arrive once and for all but continues to arrive, each new situation 
demanding a new set of responses, almost a new identity’ (1992, p. 3). 
Even though I arrived here over twenty years ago, there have been occasions when I have 
been sharply reminded of the fact that I am a migrant. The following anecdote recounts one 
of those occasions.  The incident occurred as follows: on a fast boat cruise around the 
Tasman Peninsula we were recommended to admire the tallest dolerite cliffs in the 
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Southern Hemisphere and the churn of immense oceanic forces swelling into narrow caves. 
All of this was interesting, even spectacular, but that did not in any way remove me from a 
more-or-less habitual encounter with the world (I have seen cliffs before elsewhere). It was 
not until a glimmer of something darting across and above the surface of the water caught 
my eye, that I was rendered speechless, momentarily without words to call out to the 
person sitting next to me what I was seeing. What I could see was a bird, but it was wrongly 
a bird, it was rigid like a fixed wing aeroplane, elongated and glistening wet. It was also a 
fish. No one else saw it. By the time the flying bird/plane/fish had glided several metres and 
disappeared back into the water, all I had been able to muster was a stammered ‘Look…’. Of 
course, what I had seen was a flying fish (Exocoetidae). I know it now and can name it. But 
at the time, in the moment of seeing it, I couldn’t. It was both familiar and utterly strange 
and I did not have a word for it.  
 
In part, this research project gives form to that encounter. It is an encounter which, I have 
no doubt, is a common one for anyone who has travelled and seen odd things, things 
unfamiliar to them, or even for a ‘local’ seeing a flying fish for the first time. Indeed, Shaun 
Tan captures just such a moment in the graphic novel, The Arrival (Figure 1). But the fact 
that I should have this reaction twenty years after first migrating to Tasmania was a forceful, 
direct and compelling reminder that I am a migrant to this place. 
 
 
Figure 1: Shaun Tan, Flock, pencil on paper illustration from ‘The Arrival’, 2006, Lothian/Hachette, Sydney, Image 
reproduced with permission from Hachette Australia, 2006, © Shaun Tan 
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The experience of living in a new country can include an uncertain sense of location, 
dissonant cultural and linguistic relationships and ambiguous affiliations to place. Even for a 
migrant such as myself, who voluntarily moved to Australia twenty years ago, the sense of 
'otherness' and ongoing ‘arrival’ can endure over time.  
 
This project brings together the experience of migration and particular modes of artistic 
production, and in so doing, it develops a distinctive way of working whose very nature is 
transitory, moving and unfixed. Within this project, migration forms the content of paintings 
and the mode of working that content. By drawing on an experience of migration that 
includes a sense of location in flux, displacement and the strange sensation of different time 
zones felt simultaneously, this project explores how painting can evoke this experience. In 
understanding a new place, the migrant uses fragments of memory, associations and 
representations formed elsewhere, and so I have explored modes of painting that can be 
used to articulate this. In this context, ‘migratory experience’ should be understood as 
migration across time and space, drawing on a ‘reservoir of memory [and] a place where 
stories of the past, present and future are suspended and preserved’ (Alter 2016, p. 6). 
 
The project is situated within the field of ‘migratory aesthetics’, a term that describes the 
aesthetic dimension of migratory experience through its impact and visualization in 
contemporary artistic practices.  The cultural theorist and artist, Mieke Bal, establishes the 
migratory as a form of aesthetic practice whose chief characteristics include spatial 
displacement and multi-temporality. Bal proposes that we can understand migration 
through aesthetic practice but also, that an artistic practice can itself become migratory. 
While Bal applies this approach primarily to the moving image, my intention is to translate it 
to the specificity of painting. In doing so, the aim is to develop a painting process that is 
itself migratory in nature, rather than merely representing the migrant experience. 
 
Thus, I have explored an approach to painting that dislocates fragments of artistic images 
sourced from elsewhere, relocating and recombining them in the new contexts of my 
paintings. The fragments, for me, operate as way markers because I encountered the 
original artefact at pivotal moments along my migratory journey. They also speak to other 
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migratory narratives, most often because the artist who produced them was also a migrant. 
Richard Dyer’s (2007) formulation of ‘pastiche’, understood in this project as the 
recombination in a new context of multiple fragments with which the artist has some 
emotional connection, is applicable to this project because it simultaneously evokes feelings 
for that which it references at the same time as raising awareness of its historical 
constructedness. It is particularly suited to the exploration of the affective dimensions of 
painting as a migratory practice.  
 
The overarching strategy that binds together the parts of this project is that of ‘collage’ 
where collage is understood as the cohering of disparate fragments and materials within a 
unifying frame. I use a collagist approach to encompass modes of painting and installation 
within the fold of migratory aesthetics in answering the following questions: 
 
• How can pastiche be used, within a discourse of painting, to add a nuanced currency 
to the field of migratory aesthetics? 
• How can combinatory elements of a superficially static, painted, pictorial language 
be mobilised to convey a sensitised space of migrant experience? 
• How is a migratory practice also a critical practice? 
 
The aim, in answering these questions, is to model a distinct visual presence within the field 
of migratory aesthetics. The model, in this case, may disclose aspects of my own migratory 
experience but I propose that it delivers a framework that is transferable to other contexts 




There are good reasons for making use of a personal subject within the theoretical 
framework of this project: the use of one’s own experience conveys a closely felt 
engagement with the broad subject of migration; it offers connection through affinity, an 
invitation to the viewer to consider their own encounters and experiences with migration, 
often felt on a personal level. Ross Gibson (2015, p. 1-2) proposes that this personal tone 
allows a negotiation of different experience to occur. It ‘puts you and me’ in the process, 
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bringing us closer, and asking the viewer to project, imagine and remember. Painting offers 
a conduit for that empathetic reading. As Sherrie Levine puts it, ‘I like to think of my own 
paintings as membranes permeable from both sides so there is an easy flow between the 
past and the future, between my history and yours’ (Sussman 1986, p. 61).  
 
This auto ethnographic aspect of this project (that is, using personal experience as research 
‘data’ within an exploration of cultural experience) pertains to the larger field of migration 
studies and how the framework and methodologies of this project play into the discourses 
around migration, encounter and otherness. Whilst this project draws on content from my 
experience of migration, my intention is to foreground how a migratory way of working can 
be applied within creative practice. In the words of Mieke Bal (2015 p. 148), ‘this is not a 
case study but an exploration through one particular case’. 
 
By and large the content of my paintings was initially chosen because of its intersection with 
the narrative and biography of my own migratory journey, but, subsequently, a subtle but 
nonetheless political reading of that content emerged through the practice of making the 
work. It is important to be clear about the way that this project intersects with the political 
because it is difficult to raise the topic of migration without doing so. I use the term 
‘political’ in the same way as Chantal Mouffe who defines it as the ‘dimension of 
antagonism’ which she takes to be constitutive of human societies whilst politics is ‘the set 
of practices and institutions through which an order is created’ (2005, p. 9). 
 
 In the early stages of this work, I thought that what I might be doing was developing a way 
of working that was inherently political; a set of practices which, because of the use of 
clashing pictorial content derived from multiple sources, was in part, antagonistic in nature 
and formed what Homi Bhabha (2019) has described as the language of ‘ambivalent flux’. 
Bhabha describes this as the philosophical and artistic language that forms around the 
migratory situations and processes of coming and going, fleeing or staying put. My intention 
was that the state of flux would be apparent in the work that I was making and that this 
would be sufficient to exemplify the condition and experiences of migration. As the project 
developed, I have reflected on the political dimensions of the individual pictorial elements 
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of the paintings and not just the effect of their formal interplay, allowing the processes of 
migratory aesthetics and pastiche to open up readings that I had not anticipated.  
 




Chapter 1 of this exegesis situates this project within the field of migratory aesthetics, 
seeking to find fresh purchase on some of its key topics and methodologies. It proposes a 
painterly language aligned with theories of migratory aesthetics which find strong 
correlation between the illusive meanings of aesthetic practice and the dislocations, 
translations and misunderstandings of migratory behaviours and experiences (Bal 2004, 
Durrant and Lord 2004).  
 
Migratory aesthetics need not be thought of solely as a way of picturing migrant experience 
but can be considered, more broadly, as a way of making new meaning. Although Mieke Bal 
acknowledges that the migrant artist is afforded a perspective on migratory approaches that 
is attuned through lived experience or their ‘sentient encounter with the subjects involved’ 
(2007, p. 26), she also proposes that migratory aesthetics is ‘a ground for experimentation 
that opens up possible relations with ‘the migratory,’ (p. 23). Migratory aesthetics deals 
with a complex array of situations and circumstances, power and agency, subjects in 
transition and subjects detained. It suggests that there is a correspondence between the 
movement, effects and politics of migration and those of aesthetic production and, as such, 
Bal proposes that it can form an effective critical framework to explore a range of subjects, 
not just those of the migrant.  
 
Two key traits, ‘displacement’ and ‘heterochrony’, derived from the field of migratory 
aesthetics, are of particular relevance to this project. The forms of displacement discussed 
in this exegesis encompass: spatial displacement – literally the removal of a subject from 
one place to another; the creation of a space for reflection and critique by removing 
subjects from their origin to see them in a new light; and a dislocated space which is both 
static and mobile at the same time. Heterochrony is understood in Bal’s (2011) usage as a 
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multitemporal, disrupted sense of time that is present in much art that deals with migratory 
subjects. The migratory experience encompasses the temporalities of movement – of going, 
staying and returning – both as physical acts and acts of memory. These concepts are 
discussed in relation to artworks by Peter Doig and John Akomfrah as well as examples of 




In Chapter 2 another key concept underpinning my work, that of pastiche, is discussed and 
analysed. Pastiche is widely interpreted as the imitation of fragments of prior works of art 
which are then combined within a unifying framework or new artwork. The term is often 
applied in a derogatory way to describe artworks that are considered unoriginal or empty of 
new content because they are copies of existing work. However, by drawing on a 
progressive reframing of pastiche by Richard Dyer (2007) and others, I position painterly 
pastiche as a particularly useful creative tool within migratory aesthetics. For Dyer, pastiche 
is apt to occur in circumstances of cultural dislocation and it conveys its content by ‘evoking, 
moulding and eliciting feeling’; it mobilises ‘feelings even while signalling that it is doing so’ 
(p. 180).  This exegesis proposes that pastiche, seen as a process of pictorial displacement 
and relocation, is particularly relevant to the artist working within a migratory frame. 
Pastiche allows feeling to play a part in the selection and reception of the pictorial 
fragments that, when combined, constitute the visual expression of migratory experience. 
As such, it permits an affective register to operate alongside critical reflection on the 
contexts and artefacts of imitation. Painterly pastiche is, I argue, a particularly suitable tool, 
not only for the visualisation of pictorial displacement, but also for Bal’s heterochrony 
because it amplifies a concern for memory (of the imitated artefact and our encounter with 
it) and affect (feelings that we harbour about that encounter). In this context, British artist, 
Dexter Dalwood’s work, Situationist Apartment, 2001, is discussed as well as some examples 
of my own work. 
 
It is important to note that the sources that I use within this project, were selected because 
of my firsthand encounter with them. This is a distinguishing feature of this project; it has 
not been a process of arbitrarily selecting any pictorial source to imitate but very much one 
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of choosing only those that I have encountered firsthand and that emerge directly from my 
migratory journey. This has implications when considering the role of copying and the 
original within this project. ‘Copy’ here seems an inadequate term to describe the arrival of 
those artefacts in my paintings through the process of memory and recall. This process 
involves both the vagaries of memory, as I try to recall the original artefact, and the 
emotional attachments that I have formed to it. This project has explored painting methods 
that attempt to evoke the complex presence of these pastiched artefacts within the 
paintings. They are copied pictures, but they are also repositories of migratory experience. 
 




In Chapter 3, I address the various strategies employed in my studio work as well as the 
overarching methodology of collage. Within the studio work of this project, ‘collage’ is 
understood as a process of picture making that takes image fragments from multiple 
sources and brings them together in the paintings. Beyond that simple definition of process, 
collage can also be understood as a mode of dislocation and relocation which produces new 
meaning as the parts recombine in a new location.  In other words, collage can be 
interpreted more broadly as the combination or assemblage of different things to make a 
new whole (Taylor 2004, Craig 2008). The painter David Salle calls collage a ‘sensitized 
space’ wherein the meaning that is created has ‘to do with the specific weights and 
temperatures of the juxtapositions, not just of the images themselves but of how the 
images are painted or rendered and how they are presented, and in what terms and in what 
proximity to other images’ (Tschinkel 2012). Not only are there formal ties to pastiche, but it 
can also be argued that there are strong affiliations between migratory aesthetics, which 
also deals in dislocation and relocation, and those of pictorial collage. As such, collage offers 
an approach to painting that echoes migratory experience. The first section of Chapter 3 
expands on these definitions of collage, proposing it as an overarching strategy that binds 




Chapter 3 goes on to describe the practical strategies I employed, identifying three key 





The contribution  
 
For Mieke Bal, temporal and spatial displacement are integral to the migrant experience 
and, in terms of creative practice, they find a natural home in the formal language of 
moving images and video art. This project contributes to the field of migratory aesthetics by 
taking Bal’s interpretation and developing it within the formal language of painting.  
 
I have employed processes that evoke the experience of dislocation, not solely through 
pictorial representation but by implying it through the methodologies of fragmentary and 
recombinatory pictorial displacement. Held together in the planes of painting and expanded 
within the moment of display, this project also contributes an alternative view of how the 
time of migrant experience (Bal’s ‘heterochrony’) might be rendered in static painted 
imagery. As such, it offers a distinct visual presence within the field of migratory aesthetics 
and demonstrates how a painting project, located within personal experience of migration, 
can evoke spaces and experiences where multitemporality occurs. By invoking spatial and 
temporal displacement, the project develops a painting process that is itself migratory in 
nature, rather than merely depicting the migrant experience.   
 
This project establishes that the displacements of migration can be articulated in the unique 
register of combinatory painterly composition and diverse technique and material 
application. The body of paintings produced in this project presents a disjunctive array of 
images that are derived from multiple historic periods. Whilst these pictorial references 
create a turbulent, non-linear temporal dimension, they are, nonetheless, bound together 
by a particular, auto-biographic set of associations, feelings and memories that pertain to 
my own migrant story. The project demonstrates that Richard Dyer’s formulation of 
pastiche can be deployed as both a rationale for selecting this array of source material and 
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then as a way of combining it within a painterly practice to further amplify this sensate 
binding.  
 
Further, this project invites the viewer to consider this mobilisation, not just pictorially but 
also in their physical encounter with the artworks, by expanding the language of the 
painting to include elements of installation and assemblage. It situates migratory experience 
within the viewing experience by asking the viewer to consider their presence within the 
content, or sensitised space, of the work. 
 
Ultimately, the project establishes that, by combining methods that oscillate between 
integration and jarring difference, a space of contestation and critical reflection can be 
formed. By exemplifying it within a painting practice, the migratory can become a way of 
thinking and acting in the world, not just a condition of living within it. 
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Chapter 1: Migratory Aesthetics  
 
At the heart of my project is this question posed by cultural theorists Sam Durrant and 
Catherine Lord (2007, p. 11): ‘How can we understand migration in terms of aesthetic 
practice or, for that matter, aesthetics as a category of the migratory?’ Their question 
relates to the field of ‘migratory aesthetics’ which can be defined as the ‘aesthetic 
dimension of the migratory experience and its impact and visualization in contemporary 
artistic practices’ (Hernández-Navarro 2014). Within the parameters of this project, it is the 
study of artistic practice that is influenced by the experiences of migration, whether this be 
to represent migratory experience or to use approaches within artistic practice that are 
derived from the migratory behaviours. As Durrant and Lord put it, migratory aesthetics 
‘suggests the processes of becoming that are triggered by the movement of people and 
peoples: experiences of transition as well as the transition of experience itself into new 
modalities, new artwork, new ways of being’ (2007, p. 12). Durrant and Lord suggest that 
there is a similarity between the movement, effects and politics of migration and those of 
artistic production. 
 
When we talk about migration, we talk about movement from one place to another. When 
the term ‘migration’ is brought together with artistic production it conjures up the notion of 
a distinctive way of working whose very nature is transitory, moving and unfixed. This 
project takes migration as its core subject in terms of its content and its mode of working 
that content. What is at stake in this is a proposition that the picturing of migration and the 
forms of migratory aesthetics are interlinked, and that each can be used to reflect and think 
through the other. My purpose in this research project is to use an approach to painting 
that is characterized by migratory movement to create a space wherein meaning is 
contested. In using this migratory approach, the content of the work finds itself in the space 
of the political. This chapter will explore these terms more fully and define the specific use 
of migratory aesthetics at stake in this project. This is both a material, formal proposition 
(how migratory aesthetics pertains to the mode of painting within this project) and a 
political one (how migratory aesthetics creates political discourse around its subjects). The 
chapter will describe what is meant by ‘migratory aesthetics’; how this is made manifest in 
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paintings by Peter Doig and video work by John Akomfrah, and then explain how this 
framework can be applied to my paintings.   
 
Defining Migratory Aesthetics 
 
Mieke Bal has made incisive contributions to the discussions around migratory aesthetics 
and I draw on her work to define the term. Migratory aesthetics is a mode of describing and 
responding to the impact of migration but can also be thought of as the formation of a 
‘migratory sensitivity’ which can then be applied to situations, problems and politics beyond 
those of the migrant subject per se. The transformative potential of this aesthetic sensitivity 
is derived from the realities of migratory situations and experiences, but that is not to say 
that it can only be applied to migration. The aesthetic sensitivity of the migratory is, 
according to Bal (2008, p.19), ‘an experience of sensate binding, a connectivity based on the 
senses’ which draws on the experiences of migration through memory and movement and 
which is applicable to a range of subjects or ways of thinking. Bal defines ‘aesthetics’ by 
adopting Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten’s notion of binding through the senses. She argues 
that the aesthetic act can also be thought of as a political act because it takes place as 
sensate binding in public space (Bal 2015). Migratory aesthetics may emerge out of the 
experience of migration, encompassing the experiences of the individual, but it can also be 
applied to broader thematic encounters with migratory movement and to myriad other 
modes of artistic production. 
 
In my research project, propositions derived from the field of migratory aesthetics have 
driven the processes and methods of painting (how the painting was made).  The 
propositions have also formed part of a guiding framework within which the selection of 
subjects to be painted was made. Bal and others have consistently proposed that discreet 
artworks, within the field of migratory aesthetics, are ‘sites for thinking about the world; 
they are platforms for reflection’ (Hernandez-Navarro 2014) whose inflections or 
characteristics encourage us to think in migratory ways. Bal’s work in this field has focused 
on the moving image and has made direct comparison between the specific formal 
movements of video art and the movements of migration. Migratory aesthetics can 
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encompass multiple modes of creative production but appropriately, it moves across these 
multiple modes of production finding a temporary home in one, bringing traces of others, 
before moving on to the next. My intention is to translate Bal’s migratory aesthetics to the 
specificity of painting. That is, to explore the affiliations between migratory modes of 
painting, expressed through its form and materiality, and the broader themes of migration. 
This project, therefore, proposes a form of painting that ‘stages’ the displacements of 
migration just as it ‘figures the experience of migration’ (Dasgupta 2011). 
 
What this means is that, rather than presenting an experience of migration as simply one to 
be depicted in painting, the act of painting (in particular ways) is itself migratory. Durrant 
and Lord (2007, p. 13) point out that in order to conceptualise aesthetics as itself migratory: 
 
It may be necessary to break with the traditional understanding of art as realism. The 
Platonic understanding of mimesis, in which the artwork is an (inferior) copy of the world, 
fails to account for the ways in which art making takes place in the world and is itself a 
worldly activity. Rather than being a representation of the world, art is an act of world 
making that alters, however subtly, the fabric of the cultures in which we live.  
 
So, this project is founded on a view that the process of art, and of a particular approach to 
painting, is itself migratory and that painting about migration, that is, merely representing 
it, is not a productive way of describing that process. It is more a case of painting with 
migration. In this light the artwork in this project, whilst it pertains to my migratory journey, 
does not aim to accurately reproduce that particular history, but rather, as Durrant and Lord 
(2007, p. 13) put it, seeks to ‘become migratory’ and to mimic ‘at the level of form rather 
than content – that which it sets out to represent. In so doing, the work is both a product of 
my migratory journey as much as it is a reflection on it. It seems reasonable to speculate 
that migratory aesthetic production (painting in this particular case) can re-figure migratory 
experience; presenting the actions of migration differently and allowing reflective 
appreciation of the consequences of migrations major or minor, forced or voluntary. 
 
There are two intertwined traits, derived from Bal, that are of particular relevance to this 
project: displacement (the spatial movement of something from its place or position) and 
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heterochrony (temporal displacement characterised by multi-temporality and disjunctive 
time). 
 
Dis/placement and now-here  
 
Demos (2009) and Papastergiadis (1996) have argued that the hallmarks of modernity are 
migratory nomadism, exile and dislocation. The movements of migration require a 
displacement to occur. That is, the ‘removal of a thing from its place; putting out of place; 
shifting, dislocation’ (OED). My project draws on this context and aligns dislocation and 
displacement with the movement of ideas (and subjects) through different modalities and 
forms of painting, whilst maintaining a tethered relationship to the lived experience of the 
migrant. One proposition is, as Sudeep Dasgupta (2011, p. 93) puts it, to explore the 
‘potential that material forms harbor for producing aesthetic encounters which render the 
experience of migration in all its complexity’. Displacement is a condition of migration and it 
is also a formal consideration within painting that draws on a collagist approach to image 
making. That is to say, the act of removal of an image or part of an image from an 
originating source and the relocation of that image in a new context is a process of 
dislocation and displacement. The displacement that I have explored in painting derives 
from my own experience of migration and relocation and it seeks out aesthetic encounter 
with this experience. Rather than an act of mimesis or even translation, a migratory 
approach creates a new space for reflection and critique by removing subjects from their 
origin to see them in a new light. The implication of this for me is that the movement of 
aspects of my own migratory experience to the realm of painting allows me to experience 
them in new ways and to consider other interpretations and connections generated by 
painting them. 
 
The displacement of migration is characterised by movement, but it is also distinguished by 
a seemingly contradictory concern with stability or placement. Miguel Angelo Hernandez-
Navarro (2014) draws a distinction between the perpetual, unattached drifting of nomadism 
and that of migratory movement: 
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the migrant, although he or she moves, also stays and, contrary to the nomad, gives 
importance to place, converting it into something that is mobile, and movement into 
something that is static. 
 
In other words, place might be thought of as the spaces between movements and 
movement as the inevitable fixed condition of migrating.  Sten Pultz Moslund (2015, p.225) 
argues that migration is already bound with place and spatiality because it is ‘the transversal 
of space; spatial organisations of reality by national imaginaries and other forms of 
territorialisations; borders and boundaries; notions of displacement and belonging, and so 
on’. Indeed, discussion of the migratory with its emphasis on movement can at times 
supersede a concern for place. Bal, Hernandez-Navarro and Moslund have sought to retain 
the centrality of place within a discussion of migratory aesthetics and maintain that 
although the migrant may move, there is nonetheless a concern to be still. This 
contradictory movement is brilliantly captured by Bal, when she refers to it as a ‘double 
movement’, or contradictory dis/placement. She turns the in-betweenness of migratory 
movement; a disembodied state of being nowhere and everywhere into ‘now-here’ (2007, 
p. 34). This characterisation of the disembodied experience of migration, caught between 
places, is an appropriate way to formulate the space of the paintings within this project as 
they render a static pictorial space comprised of restless allusion to movement at the same 













Figure 2: Peter Doig, 100 Years Ago, 2000, oil on canvas, 200 x 296 cm, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, © 
Peter Doig/DACS. Copyright Agency, 2020 
 
Peter Doig 100 Years Ago 
 
The Scottish painter, Peter Doig, has, over the course of his career, made paintings that 
exemplify the strange space of now-here and of the sensation of displacement.  Doig was 
born in Scotland, moved to Trinidad and then Canada with his family, and then went to 
various art schools in the United Kingdom before finally re-locating back to Trinidad where 
he has lived since 2002.  
 
In Doig’s painting, 100 Years Ago (Figure 2), we see a bearded figure alone and unmoving in 
an elongated canoe adrift on a large expanse of water. A small island dotted with trees and 
two buildings sits on the horizon line located in the top fifth of the image. The canoe is 
parallel to the horizon line and almost extends from the left edge of the painting to the 
right. There are no visible oars and no anchor. Whilst we might assume that the canoe is 
adrift and at the mercy of the current and swell of the water, there seems to be very little 
movement. The loosely painted shadow of the canoe is disturbed by only the slightest ripple 
(as if it were in a duck pond on a calm day). Although the canoe is free floating, it is without 
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a means of propulsion. The listless movement of the canoe (it is after all designed to move 
through water) is constrained between the edges of the painting. The conflicting movement 
of the canoe, mobile yet static, is echoed in the use of painting technique. As Suzanne 
Cotter (2011, p. 272) puts it: ‘the representational subject matter feels barely anchored 
within the mesmeric field of painterly application and incident’.  
 
The now-here of the painting is conveyed through the contradictory movement of the 
mobile yet static canoe and also through the unknowable period and context of the scene. 
Doig has carefully removed any direct reference to the sources for the images, concealing 
their origins and making them hard to place.  The figure could be from the 1970s (the long 
hair, beard and t-shirt). Pictorially there is not enough information to confirm this, but this 
tentative initial reading is accurate; the figure and canoe are taken from a 1970s album 
cover by the Allman Brothers and Doig has removed the other band members to leave the 
long-haired, bearded figure isolated in the canoe. The expanse of water which covers much 
of the canvas and in which the canoe is suspended is topped by the stark horizon line and 
distant island. Catherine Grenier interprets the island as an ‘echo’ of Symbolist painter 
Arnold Bröcklin’s Die Toteninsel and that, together with the isolated figure, this creates a 
connection to Romanticism. In fact, the island is modelled on one, familiar to Doig, off the 
coast of Trinidad. But, as Grenier points out, what Doig’s ‘weird’ image does is ‘set up a 
twofold temporal movement: first to distance a familiar historical territory, and then to 
return to it as a new land, to recognize it anew’ (2007, p.107). 
 
The uneasy colouring of the painting also contributes to the sense of uncertain time and 
unlocatable place (everywhere and nowhere); the hazy blues and orange of the water and 
the canoe (coupled with the figure in a sleeveless t-shirt) suggest a somewhat bright day but 
the mauve and bruised purples of the sky are suggestive of threatening rain or an 
impending storm. Grenier (2007, p. 109) proposes that the ‘colour constitutes its own 
speculative space, a world of its own that responds dialectically to the real world’. Despite 
this odd colouring, the painting conveys a nostalgia for the hippy utopia of the 1970s but, as 
Grenier eloquently puts it, also suggests this utopia (the 1970’s) as ‘a submerged and distant 
continent, a lost island on the horizon of memory’ (p.110). In conflating the suggestion of 
the Romantic period and the evocation of his current home (both signalled by the island) we 
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can begin to read Doig’s painting as adrift amongst the different temporalities of personal 
biography and historical association that as Grenier (p.110) puts it ‘constitute the sketchy 
topography of a journey into the swirling waters of memory’. 
 
It is in this ‘drifting’ amongst the fragments of his painting that I see the potential of ‘now-
here’ as a distancing tactic, dislocating the specifics of location and time, allowing a circular 
movement back towards them to reveal new interpretations. 
 
  
Figure 3: Neil Haddon, The Visit, 2018, oil, enamel, acrylic and automotive clearcoat on aluminium panel, 180 cm x 170 cm, 





In my own paintings, I have explored how I can use this strategy of ‘drift’ in my attempt to 
evoke a sense of ‘now-here’. In the lower right foreground of my painting, The Visit (Figure 
3), the British novelist and essayist H.G. Wells, circa the early 1900s, rides across fragments 
of the foreground of Paul Gauguín’s, Mata Mua: In Olden Times (1892), and through a 
landscape of fragmented palm trees from the same Gauguín painting. The middle ground is 
bisected by a plane of Gerhard Richter-esque smeared abstraction from the 1980s. Leaning 
in from the left and right edges are distorted versions of the centrally dominant tree in John 
Glover’s, A corroboree of natives in Mills Plains (1832). Each of these elements has been 
rendered differently (a topic to which I will return later in this exegesis).  My purpose in 
doing this was to explore how I could emphasise the displacement of the diverse elements 
from elsewhere to the ‘now-here’ of the painting. The clearly differentiated components 
float across the surface of the work, each as discretely separate parts but, nonetheless, held 
together in the strange, unworldly deep reds of the ground. At least the appearance is one 
of trying to fabricate a space in which all coheres, even if it is not clear what this space is.  If 
the pictorial space is indeterminate, then the time period is equally undefined. The figure 
conjures the early days of photography through its narrow range of tonal contrast and 
through the period clothing, but this association is thwarted by the bright red colouring 
which is perhaps more akin to Warhol’s screen prints than early photographs.  
 
The cyclist traverses fragments of the foreground of Gauguín’s Mata Mua which have been 
painted with a thicker impasto and more gesturally expressive brush technique. The source 
for these fragments may be unknowable to the viewer but their repetition across multiple 
paintings and their proximity to the more evident Gauguín-esque clump of trees in the 
centre of the painting implies that they have come from a singular source. Whilst the cycling 
Wells and the fragmented Gauguín painting are close to each other in terms of historical 
period, the intrusion of the swathe of smeared oil paint which mimics the 1980s abstraction 
of Gerhard Richter, the silhouetted eucalyptus tree of John Glover from 1832 and the 1960s 
Pop art concentric circles (the British version of Peter Blake et al) create an undetermined 
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historical context for the painting. The difficulty of attributing an overall historical period is 
coupled with disembodied pictorial space which binds and moves at the same time. 
 
These pictorial elements have been dislodged; they have been removed from an originating 
context and relocated within the space of the painting. The theme of displacement is 
further intensified within the painting as the various elements clash; the tension of their 
jostling aesthetic dislocations enacting the displacements of migration and opening up the 
space of now-here as they settle into the composition. My aim, in implying the restless 
movement of the fragments held in the static plane of the painting, was to evoke the double 
movement of migration; the contradictory dis/placement of moving while wanting to be 
still. 
 
My intention was to suggest that the complexity of migratory experience can be paralleled 
in the difficulties of painterly resolution. My unknowable experience of migration (insofar as 
the viewer cannot know my experience) is made approachable via its articulation in the 
aesthetic, visual problems of resolving the collision of different image fragments in the 
painting. In other words, the fragments oscillate, dis/placed in the space of the painting, 
making apparent the experience of migration.  
 
The fragments also bring other associations into this space and, in so doing, apply a 
migratory way of thinking to them. The fragments in this case are tethered to my migratory 
experience of moving from the United Kingdom, via Spain, to Tasmania.  
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Figure 4: Neil Haddon, The Visit, 2018, detail of H.G. Wells 
 
I first read H.G. Wells’ novel, War of the Worlds (1898), whilst at school in the early 1980s. 
Wells’ novel relays the story of a devastating Martian invasion of the United Kingdom which 
is only halted when the Martians succumb to common bacteria for which they have no 
defence. Its opening chapters are set in the sleepy, leafy green countryside of Surrey – the 
place where I was born and raised. Wells gives a brief account of his rationale for writing the 
book: 
We must remember that ruthless and utter destruction our own species has wrought, not 
only upon animals, such as the vanished bison and the dodo, but upon its inferior races. The 
Tasmanians, in spite of their human likeness, were entirely swept out of existence in a war 
of extermination waged by European immigrants, in the space of fifty years. Are we such 
apostles of mercy as to complain if the Martians warred in the same spirit? (1898, p. 2) 
 
This short excerpt contains within it threads that are bound up with my current home, my 
migration from there to here, with nostalgic memory and also with the fraught histories of 
first contact with the Tasmanian indigenous population. Wells’ description of the 
‘Tasmanians’ is representative of prevailing attitudes at the time in his mischaracterisation. 
But he nonetheless draws a parallel between colonial invasion, attempted genocide and the 
introduction of devastating disease. The dis/placement of the figure within the 
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disconcerting space of a migratory now-here, exemplified in the ambiguous pictorial space 
of the painting, opens up a critical re-reading of the original source as it is brought into 
dialogue with the other elements of the painting and is an example of how a migrant may 
bring association and memory of a time and place of origin to be examined anew in the 
contexts of a new place.  
 
This opening up is compounded by the inclusion of fragments of Gauguín’s painting, Mata 
Mua (Figure 6). This painting shares its associations between my migratory journey, the 
Polynesian travels of Gauguín and the larger histories of late twentieth century European 
primitivism. I encountered this painting first in 1995 in Madrid at the Thyssen-Bornemisza 
Museum when I was on the cusp of leaving Spain to move to Tasmania. The painting 
became for me a marker of a pivotal moment in my journey as I contemplated my imminent 
departure from Spain and relocation to Tasmania. Later, in 2014, I encountered the painting 
again whilst undertaking an extended residency in New York. The painting became symbolic 
of my own dislocations and desired relocation echoed in the biographical details of its 
author. My view of this painting now is charged and complex. I cannot ignore the deeply felt 
sentimental connection that I have for it, just as I recognise it as the product of the 








Figure 6: Paul Gauguín, Mata Mua (In Olden Times), 1892, oil on canvas. 91 x 69 cm, Carmen Thyssen-Bornemisza 
Collection on loan at the Museo Nacional Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid. 
 
As with Wells’ opening paragraphs, Gauguín’s, Mata Mua, as Hal Foster (2014, p.49), has 
pointed out, exemplifies early European mythologies about ‘primitive’ societies as an ‘other’ 
which is ‘coded as dark, non-Western, and feminine’. Foster states that, ‘in this respect 
primitivism is also an imaginary machine whereby to travel in space is to travel in time as 
well’ indicating Gauguín’s desire to travel back to a time of mysterious origins. Mata Mua 
conjures travel and migration, exotic encounter, and an idealised ‘pure’ original state 
through the warped lens of primitivism.  
 
I am also interested in Mata Mua for the methodologies that Gauguín used to make it. As 
with much of his painting from this period, it is a mixture of the diverse scenes and sources 
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that Gauguín brought with him to Tahiti amalgamated with other elements observed in his 
immediate locale. Tamar Garb suggests that Gauguín, confronted with the need to picture 
the place and the people of his desires, constructed a painted world that was not ‘purely 
descriptive or necessarily accurate, nor only mythic and imagined but one that registers 
both his doomed desire for fusion and his tragic recourse to objectification’ (2010, p. 26). In 
terms of a methodology, what this means is that Gauguín fabricated pictorial scenes 
composed of fragments derived from images of elsewhere. These images anticipated what 
he thought he might find (the primitive) but were subsequently reworked, in conjunction 
with his interpretation of where he then found himself.  
 
The impact of this on the development of my paintings in the studio was to mimic Gauguín’s 
process of constructing a scene that pertains to a real location but departs from accurate 
depiction. Certainly, in Gauguín’s case, his scenes are more closely aligned with the actual 
place of their execution, even if this is a heightened and idealised view, but they were also 
the product of his mediation of the postcard sources that he brought with him and used in 
many of his paintings. The location depicted in The Visit cannot be read as a realistic 
geographic location. The uncertain pictorial space, constructed from displaced fragments 
derived from already mediated sources, invites the viewer to consider the meanings of the 
work as ‘moveable’. In other words, the spatial displacement of migratory experience, 
rendered via the equivalent process of pictorial displacement, provides a space where 
contested meaning is born out in the formal interplay of the parts, something that echoes 
Theodor Adorno’s (1997, p. 6) proposition that the political dimension of art is evident when 




Another key trait of migratory aesthetics is that of ‘heterochrony’ which I seek to apply to 
the temporalities of painting. Heterochrony is understood, in Bal’s usage, as the awareness 
of irregular flows of time; a disruption or abnormality of regular time, these being features 
of the migrant experience and, according to Bal, correspondingly present in art that deals 
with migratory subjects. We can think of the migrant experience of time as ‘multiple, 
heterogeneous – the time of haste and waiting; the time of movement and stagnation [and] 
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the time of memory and of an unsettling, provisional present’ (Bal 2011, p. 211). The 
migratory experience encompasses the temporalities of movement; of going, staying and 
returning, both as physical acts and acts of memory, and it experiences these as a 
turbulence or restlessness. In my own experience, the movement between there and here is 
perpetual, it occurs wherever one is. What I mean by this is that I am perpetually aware of 
at least two time zones: that of Australian Eastern Standard Time and that of Greenwich 
Mean Time; I often find myself thinking about what my parents, my brothers and their 
young families might be doing and often, given the difference in time, this is the opposite of 
what I am doing: preparing for bed versus waking from sleep; eating breakfast versus eating 
dinner and so on. This awareness of different time zones is compounded by reflections on 
what is happening in the other places of the world where I have lived: Spain and the USA.  
 
This heterogeneous experience of time is, according to Bal, evident in the multiple 
temporalities that are available through manipulation of multilayered or multi-channel 
video art works. Bal describes the operations and effect of heterochrony within the specific 
form of video, but my purpose is to account for this multi-dimensional temporal presence in 
the processes and techniques of painting and specifically forms of painting that deal with 
migrant experience. The intention is to render a visual account of migratory experience that 
is infused with, as Miguel Angel Hernandez-Navarro (2014) puts it: a multilayered ‘sum of 
times’ by painting ‘spaces and experiences where multi-temporality occurs and 
incorporating techniques, processes and modes of narration penetrated by alternative 
temporalities that bond, integrate, or directly clash and produce conflict’. My purpose 
concurs with Mieke Bal’s (2011, p.224) when she states that the point of deploying a 
heterochronic experience of time in video art is to ‘deploy multi-temporality to draw 
viewers into a heterochronic experience that prepares them for an understanding of and 
engagement with migratory culture that surrounds them, and in which, unwittingly or not, 
they take part’. 
 
The temporal irregularities of the heterochronic experience are exemplified by ‘the time of 
memory’ or the workings of memory impacted by migratory experience. Bal (2011) points 
out that the influence of the migratory occurs in asymmetrical directions: it is future 
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oriented as it considers the opportunities of the new place and it is ‘anchored in the past’ of 
memory of the place of origin, albeit modified by the current situation. 
 
Clearly, memory ‘happens’ in the present as it recalls a past, but it does not do so in a linear 
sequence of chronologically ordered events. Memory skips through time, sensation, 
association, offering up a disrupted narrative. Memories of a place of origin, of a life located 
elsewhere and prior to now, are infused with the added dimension of distance and of 
physical remove. This double distancing; of a time past, and of a place elsewhere, create for 
the migrant an odd relationship to the past-ness of memories. It is perhaps as if a recovery 
of place might lead to a recovery of memory. The memory of a distant place might be 
infused with a desire to return to that place. This physical removal and memory infused with 
desire creates the strange heterochronic time of the migrant. As Bal puts it: 
 
Memories are often permeated with longing, the unbridgeable gap of desire. And desire, in 
turn, is infused with futurality. Thus, memory skips over the present, […] is permeated with 
these temporal tensions, and images of longing shape them. The sense of pastness, which is 
central to the relationships between migrants and their homelands, provides, in effect, the 
temporal sustenance for a life that entails at once existing in the now and striving for a 
future. (2011, p. 212) 
 
John Akomfrah Vertigo Sea 
 
The heterochronic experience is characterised by disjunctive and clashing temporalities, or 
more simply, the presence of multiple perceptions of time at the same instant. Bal’s 
formulation of the heterochronic, multi-temporal aspects of migratory aesthetics can be 
explored by looking at John Akomfrah’s film installation, Vertigo Sea (Figure 7).  
 
John Akomfrah is a British artist and theorist who has worked in film since the early 1980s. 
Akomfrah is known as a pioneering film maker whose work deals with race, identity and the 
post-colonial context, and narratives of post war Britain and other global contexts. His work, 
over the past three decades, has dealt with the impact of memory, temporality and 
aesthetics that pertain to the subjects of his post-colonial investigations. I am particularly 
interested in Akomfrah’s work because it deals with the above topics in a way that 
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heightens an affective encounter with the work and encourages a re-reading of the carefully 
curated visual material through this encounter. The works are multi-layered and often 
multi-channel and Akomfrah has described himself as a ‘born bricoleur’ (Potter Museum of 
Art, 2017) who collects and recombines images from multiple historic periods, presenting 
them anew in films where the dislocation and the evident differences in historical periods of  
the fragments collapses into the ‘now-here’ of the installation.  
 
I saw Akomfrah’s work, Vertigo Sea, in 2017 at the Potter Museum of Art, University of 
Melbourne. Vertigo Sea is a 48 min, three-screen film installation in which Akomfrah 
ruminates on our relationship to the ocean as the theatre of migration, both human and 
non-human, where spectacular natural beauty is contrasted with brutality and violence. The 
dizzying array of content is drawn from historical and contemporary events which include 
the whaling industry, the slave trade, mass migrations of birds and butterflies and the 
forced migrations of asylum seekers. This content is presented, seemingly incongruously, 
alongside footage of sublime seascapes and Arctic icescapes. The interconnected themes of 
migration and displacement are made apparent through the juxtaposition of archival film 
and television material and newly shot footage which is interwoven with a soundscape of 
readings and music. Akomfrah’s treatment of historical fragment interspersed with 
contemporary re-enactment is sensually affective and lyrical, even as he presents us with 





Figure 7: John Akomfrah, Vertigo Sea, 2015, three channel HD colour video installation, 7.1 sound, 48 minutes 30 
seconds, courtesy the artist and Lisson Gallery, © Smoking Dog Films 
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The experience of viewing Vertigo Sea is akin to being lost at sea, adrift in an immense swell 
of visual and aural material. In part, this is achieved by the dislocating temporal shifts that 
play out across the three screens. Bal’s heterochronic multi-temporality can be seen in the 
disorienting presentation of video footage from different eras and contexts playing 
simultaneously on the three screens. BBC archival footage of whaling plays alongside 
cinematic contemporary footage of a lone figure dressed in eighteenth century clothing 
alongside grainy early film footage of the shooting of a polar bear. The markers and 
therefore the attribution of the divergent historical periods from which these and other 
fragments are drawn, seems to become lost in the eddying movements across the screens 
and yet the whole is held together by the accompanying delinked abstracted soundtrack, 
itself composed of an array of different sources: orchestral strings, readings from classical 
texts and poems, and interruptions of rifle and harpoon shots. The fragmentary footage on 
each of the screens and the rhythms of the soundtrack move at different speeds; one is 
aware of different registers of film speed and picture resolution denoting the period in film 
and television history from which the fragment has been gleaned. For example, the early 
film footage of the shooting of the polar bear is contrasted with the beauty and splendour 
of high definition BBC Blue Planet footage of ocean swells from above.  
 
The most recent footage in Vertigo Sea is that shot by Akomfrah on Skye, the Faroe Islands 
and in Norway. In some of these scenes, the lone figure in 18th century dress surveys the 
ocean and the landscape (recalling the Romantic era figures of Caspar David Friedrich), 
whilst in others, the character is seen amongst scattered items (prams, bicycles and clocks 
set at different times) again from different historical periods. Akomfrah’s contemplative 
character is surrounded by these artefacts as if amongst the remains of a shipwreck. The 
static Romantic figure and marooned ‘familiar and homely’ objects ‘are set against nature, 
which takes on the character of some profound ‘other’. Clocks appear repeatedly, their 
attempt to mechanise time paling in contrast to the crashing, entropic effect of the waves’ 
(University of Edinburgh, 2017).  
 
The combined multiple temporal intersections of objects from different times and of video 
footage in different time registers induces a loss of temporal fixity and linear coherence. 
When viewing this installation, my awareness of the thematic consistency of the work (as a 
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whole) was something that welled up over the forty-minute duration. I experienced 
historical material differently, dislodged from historical chronology. It is as if temporal 
montage, as Akomfrah puts it, produces ‘unconscious relations between the subject and 
historical forces’ and ‘uncanny’ affinities beyond the ‘literalism of historical causality’ 
(Demos, 2016 p.14). 
 
Mieke Bal (2011, p. 222) calls this use of heterochronic, simultaneous display (of multiple 
screens and of varying moments in time) a psychosocial multi-temporality that occurs ‘not 
within but between’ the installed screens, and that, together, ‘they explore the irruption of 
otherness within the self and between self and other that the viewer as intermediary is 
asked to perform’. Although writing about the work of Irish video artist, Gary Ward, Bal’s 
description of dislodged time is equally appropriate to Vertigo Sea: ‘It is between the […] 
screens that otherness irrupts’. There are multiple time frames, each with a different 
rhythm which culminates in the time frame of all the screens together ‘out of sync yet 
embracing each other […] This joined and out of sync quality turns the encounter with 
otherness into an everyday movement of migratory culture’ (2011, p. 222). 
 
If, in Akomfrah’s film installation, the experience of heterochronic, migratory time is made 
available to the viewer via the counterpoint rhythms of different film speeds and of 
divergent historical references played out across multiple screens, how can a similar 
experience be made available within the static spaces of painting? 
 
The re-combination of historical sources, of imagery derived from distinct and varied 
periods in time, is seemingly a straightforward formal proposition in painting. It is easy 
enough to present historically different sources in the one painting. The use of film and 
video fragments that clearly mark their place in history via varying levels of film resolution, 
film speed, of colour versus black and white footage etcetera, has a parallel in painting – the 
qualities of on old painting can be mimicked, the reduced tonal definition of early 
photography can be transposed to painting and pictorial cues such as period dress can be 
deployed, whether the image is moving or static. What becomes important, then, is the 
manipulation of these qualities alongside each other to create Akomfrah’s uncanny affinities 
beyond the literalism of historical causality and Bal’s out of sync yet embracing.  
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Keep your eyes on the money 
 
With regard to my paintings, this reshuffling of time may occur across multiple paintings 
hung in the same space and, at times, is heightened within individual works.  
 
 
Figure 8: Neil Haddon, Keep Your Eyes on the Money (2019), acrylic paint and digital print on canvas, 136.5 cm x 122 cm 
 
In the painting, Keep Your Eyes on the Money (Figure 8), the heterochronic dimension of the 
work is heightened by the presence of multiple images from distinct historical periods. The 
use of an array of imagery that is clearly derived from different historical periods offers the 
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opportunity, as Demos (2016, p.19) puts it, to disrupt ‘the fixation on the presentness of the 
contemporary’ requiring the imagery to be re-evaluated ‘because they are misrecognised as 
new’. The fixity of historical attribution becomes dislodged as the old is seen as new, 
creating an uncertain relationship between the two, and in this oscillation creates a 
perturbed sense of time. As well as signalling different historical periods re-presented as 
new, each fragment has associations that also contribute to a reading of disconcerted time. 
 
For example, the ‘duck-rabbit’ in the top left of the painting, which is recognisable as an 
‘old’ illustration (in fact from 1892), is a ubiquitous marker of oscillating between perception 
and interpretation (it is a rabbit but now I see it as a duck) and is well-known for its 
appearance in Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations (1953). In my painting, the duck-
rabbit suggests the oscillation between the old, misrecognised as the new; between the 
duality of seeing both aspects together in the space of the now-here.  
 
In another example, a copy of artwork by Andy Warhol appears in the bottom left of the 
painting. Warhol’s banana first appeared on an album cover The Velvet Underground and 
Nico in 1967, the year of my birth. Whilst it is a subtle marker of my stake in this project, it 
also plays into disjunctive, heterochronic time; the banana is food for the monkeys in the 
enclosure but sits outside that constricted space and is unavailable to them. The gulf 
between monkey and banana is heightened by the difference in their execution: the 
monkeys (and their enclosure) are a digital reproduction of a late 19th century engraved 
book illustration taken from Gustave Doré’s illustrations in London: A Pilgrimage (1872) and 
the banana is a brightly coloured two-tone screen print typical of 1960’s Warholian Pop-art.  
 
The hand painted smaller scale figures which overlay the monkeys are also derived from a   
Doré illustration of the Epsom Derby horse race in London: A Pilgrimage. I was born in 
Epsom and so the imagery of the racegoers is another example of a subtle marker of my 
biography and affords an opportunity to tell anecdotal stories of my youthful self who 
attended the races and observed the revelry of crowds.  The imagery connotes my nostalgic 
recall of the times that I attended the races, but it places these memories at a remove: 
rather than reproducing images from the 1980s – the period when I would have been at the 
races – the imagery is from one hundred and fifty years ago. This signals the complex 
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working of heterochronic memory (the past in the present) and of the intricacy of the desire 
for an impossible return to a specific time and place, which for the migrant is compounded 
by physical distance.  
 
The imagery of the racegoers depicts groups of figures eating, drinking and lounging around 
as they have lunch at the races. The monkeys’ inability to feed themselves is contrasted with 
the excesses of the drunken race goers. The rendering of the figures is different from the 
other elements in the painting, the vagaries of the hand painted line further heightening the 
gap between the elements, which in concert with the evident markers of different historical 
times, contributes to the ambiguous time of the painting as a whole. 
 
The geometric, precise, concentric circles and the two ‘sunset’ rectangles sit in stark 
contrast with the more or less clear historical attribution of the duck/rabbit, the Doré and 
Warhol sources and apple illustrations from the mid-1700s. The circles offer an atemporal 
presence within the histories of the other images. It is not easy to place the circles in 
relation to any one particular historical period; they could be drawn from a 1960s Pop 
painting, but that attribution is not clear, as their colouring is at odds with that association. 
They could equally well come from artistic periods which predate or post-date that period 
and, as such, they sit oddly with the other elements, precisely because they seem to eschew 
any particular time period. The rectangles, painted in such a way as to evoke the deeply 
saturated colouration of a late sunset, allude to a time between day and night but beyond 
that, the day and the time are not stated. They could be sunsets from any time and, as such, 
have more in common with the concentric circles than they do with the other image 
elements. The sunsets suggest enduring, circular time: there have always been sunsets, 
there will always be sunsets. 
 
Whilst the discrete images sit in their own pictorial spaces and are painted in such a way as 
to exacerbate their difference, the intervals between them (and their attendant historical 
period) is filled in by the chain link fence of the monkey enclosure; the fence interlinks their 
histories and suggests that they should be considered in relation to each other.  
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A note on repeating motifs 
 
I have repeated motifs across multiple works, often painting them in different ways with 
varying degrees of fidelity to the source each time I use them. The repetition of motif also 
appears in artworks by Peter Doig that are contemporaneous with 100 Years Ago (2000). 
Doig repeated the central motif of this painting, the figure in the listless canoe, numerous 
times across multiple paintings, prints and drawings. Each time he did so, he painted it 
differently. Catherine Grenier (2007 p. 109), writing about Doig’s motifs, states:  
 
This affirmation of the subjective dimension of the paint – which takes into account its 
materiality, effects of absorption, transparency and coverage, as part of the articulation of 
the motif – is one of the main characteristics of Doig’s work. Painting is not a tool for 
representing a motif; it is in itself a representation that confronts the motif, lays siege to it 
and charges it with tension. The image takes its meaning not from its origin – what we know 
about it – but from the matter that constitutes it, from the making-evident, by means of 
paint, of its mystery.  
 
The repeated motif exacerbates this tension as we notice the difference in paint handling 
with each iteration. Grenier, despite her point above, examines the source for Doig’s image 
and brings this into her analysis of the work. In other words, allowing the source to 
influence the work’s meaning (alongside the influence of the material). For me, the insistent 
reiteration of motifs also generates meaning; it raises the simple question, ‘why has this 
subject been repeated?’ Hal Foster comments on this when writing about Gauguin’s 
‘transitivity of images’ – the repeating motifs which circulate across multiple works from 
painting, to sculpture and printmaking. According to Foster, the transformation that occurs 
between one iteration and the next makes the recurrence generative rather than merely 
repetitive. Foster (2014, p. 51) proposes that, ‘Gauguin calls on his viewers to track motifs 
across mediums, to consider what logic there might be to such transpositions, and to 
wonder at the motivations behind this play of theme and variation’.  
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The value of painting the same motif multiple times in different ways coincides with Marcus 
Boon’s (2010, p. 983) proposition that ‘difference manifests itself in repetition and marks a 
transformation that happens within repetition’.  
 
Transformation is also part of the experience of migration; in moving, one is transformed. 
Paul Carter (1992 p. 3) has suggested that this is an iterative process in which the migrant 
‘continues to arrive’, with each arrival demanding a new response. I have applied this 
thinking to the repetition of motifs; each new iteration requires new responses and 
interpretations. This is one of the benefits of migratory aesthetics; generating new 




The strategy that I derive from migratory aesthetics is to propose imagery where linear 
connection, order and chronology are eschewed in favour of a non-linear narrative of 
intersections between history, anecdote and memory. Ultimately the goal for the painting is 
the same as it is for Akromfrah’s video. Rather than remaining mired in the nostalgia of 
memory, the aim is to produce ‘an archival work that resists providing a simple message, 
moral, or partisan interpretation’ and to ‘reveal unanticipated connections between 
narratives, virtual openings that offer places where the unexpected appears and where 
discovery can take place’ (Demos 2016, p. 13). 
 
In terms of what this means for the viewer, Nikos Papastergiadis (2004, p.21) writes that, 
‘through their actions and decisions migrants enter into a constant dialogue between past 
and present, near and far, foreign and familiar. A dialogical approach […] may assist our 
future understanding of the complex ways migrants participate in and reshape the social 
worlds within which they move’. T.J. Demos (2013) proposes that an art which engages with 
migratory movement and mobility is highly productive because it dislocates the viewer’s 
sense of space, time and ‘self-positioning’ and becomes an experience which is shared 
between the viewer and the artist. 
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The paintings in this research project contain image fragments which are displaced from 
different historical periods and I have explored the particular ways that they have been 
articulated within the paintings to open up the space of heterochronic time. In this strange 
spatiotemporal plane, the interlinked histories ask for recognition and require us to 
converse with them. And in doing this, it may be possible to evoke the dialogical, 
heterochronic relationship that migrants have with past and present.  
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Chapter 2: Pastiche  
 
In the previous chapter I outlined how the theories of migratory aesthetics underpin this 
project. Throughout that chapter, both in the theoretical framework and in examples of 
artworks, there is an abiding concern with dislocation and relocation and with the 
movement of parts from one place to another place. Importantly, the implication 
throughout that chapter is that within a migratory way of working there are always multiple 
parts derived from different locations which are then redistributed or brought to bear in 
new ways in a new place. The artworks by Doig, Akomfrah and myself, to which I referred, 
use a process of copying and transformation; the copying of selected parts from existing 
sources which are then combined and transformed in the contexts of new artworks. In this 
chapter I will outline the theories that underpin both the selection of the parts (how and 
why they are chosen) and then their recombination in the new space of the artwork. My 
intention in doing this is to propose pastiche as a way of translation and recombination 
which is particularly relevant to the artist working within a migratory frame. 
 
Copy, parody, plagiarism, forgery, pastiche, homage and other related terms share a 
common ground in so far as they all entail forms of imitation and degrees of concealing or 
revealing the origins of their copy. Pastiche is not the same as assemblage, or montage, or 
multiple other forms of imitation and redeployed copy with which it is often confused. It 
shares an affinity with them but is nonetheless distinct. It is important to be clear within this 
exegesis about the particular definitions of pastiche that are appropriate to this study whilst 
acknowledging, at the same time, that there will inevitably be slippage and contestation 
between what is pastiche and what is not. The point of this analysis of the forms of pastiche 
is to determine how they may be used productively within a painting project to complement 
and add nuance to a migratory aesthetics.  
 
How I came to pastiche 
 
In 2014, I spent several months in New York courtesy of an Australia Council for the Arts 
studio residency. Whilst in New York, I met the Australian artist duo, Soda Jerk, whose video 
montage practice employs ‘sampling as an alternate form of history-making, working at the 
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intersection of documentary and speculative fiction’ (Soda Jerk 2017). They employ multiple 
modes of copying and, whilst I don’t intend to offer a detailed reading of their work here, I 
was left with an abiding sense of the affective power of their copy, both from my 
perspective as viewer but also, the artists’ affection for the material being copied. 
 
Also, whilst in New York, I went to the opera to see a performance of The Enchanted Island. 
Written in 2012, the opera combines arias and ensembles by Handel, Vivaldi, Rameau and 
Purcell with a new libretto by Jeremy Sams that conflates Shakespeare’s The Tempest and  
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The opera reimagines these components to create, according 
to Tommasini (2012), a ‘fanciful, clever and touching pastiche’, producing a poignancy 
through ‘the palpable respect for the beautiful borrowed music’. 
 
These two encounters serve as a prologue to how I started to develop my thinking about 
pastiche and how this might be a productive way of exploring dislocation and relocation, 
affection for the material being copied, and the combinatory potential of pastiche. 
 
What is pastiche? 
 
Whilst there are multiple current definitions of the term, there seems to be reasonable 
consensus about its beginnings. The word pastiche comes from ‘pasticcio’, an Italian 
culinary term to denote a pie that contains a mixture of elements that remain distinct and 
identifiable just as they come together in ‘one taste’ or within the unified flavour of the pie. 
Both Dyer and Hoesterey (2001) trace this culinary source through to early Italian opera and 
17th Century painting and then French literature and in so doing, identify three broad 
categories of pasticcio/pastiche: 
• Combinatory – taking elements from a variety of sources then combining them 
within a unifying framework 
• Imitative – wherein prior works of art or elements from them were copied and 
brought together in a subsequent work 
• Deceitful copying – this being when prior works were copied without 
acknowledgement or an attempt was made to conceal the origins of the imitation. 
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Pastiche is often used in a pejorative way to denote an act of imitation, albeit an inferior 
one. However, exploring the roots of the term reveals a more positive usage. My intention is 
to look closely at readings that help establish an alternative and nuanced understanding of 
what pastiche is and then to determine how this might be used productively within the 
remit of a painterly, migratory practice. The category of ‘combinatory’ pastiche identified 
above, is particularly useful for this project as it designates an artwork in which the 
elements can be distinguished, but are held together in an encompassing framework whose 
intention is clearly more than just to copy.  
 
Pastiche - a pejorative view 
 
An image that self-consciously borrows its style, technique or motifs from other works of art 
yet is not a direct copy. The result can be somewhat incoherent and at times is deliberately 
exaggerated and satirical, as in a caricature. The term is generally applied in a derogatory 
sense, implying that the artist was unoriginal. (Grove Art Online, 2016)  
 
The term ‘pastiche’, even when it is not being used as a synonym for a forgery, plagiarism or 
a hoax, is often used in a pejorative sense, as in something being labelled ‘merely a pastiche’ 
of something else; that is, a poor copy that fails to live up to the quality of an original or a 
genre. To label a work as a (mere) pastiche is to be negatively critical of that work, often 
because the imitation is deemed to be inferior to the original, either harking back to 
redundant or passé antecedents, or empty of new content and unduly influenced. Even if it 
is not thought of as an inferior copy, the uses of pastiche are often viewed as limited: a 
pastiche might be thought of as simply a mode of learning, as in copying from a master 
work. This negative view of pastiche is founded on the premise that it is second rate 
because of the ‘mechanics’ of imitation and cannot be as good as the original. By way of 
representative example, writing about Sam Leach’s painting, Proposal for Landscaped 
Cosmos, 2010, in which Leach copies Adam Pynacker's 1668 work, Boatmen Moored on a 
Lake Shore, Robert Nelson (2010b) comments: ‘in almost every example I can think of, the 
comparison to the original with the pastiche is to the detriment of the emulation’.  In 
another example, in the essay ‘Revised Narrations’, which accompanied the 2006 Tate 
Triennial, Beatrix Ruf (2006, p. 13) asserts that pastiche is overly concerned with the 
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mechanics of how it reproduces rather than as a tool for ‘new narratives within hegemonic 
codes and inventing fresh meanings within the noise of modern life’.  
 
Ruf (p. 13). applauds the artists in the 2006 Tate Triennial who constructively apply the 
imitation of past forms to present-day situations, albeit ‘in a way that is as distinct from 
pastiche or tribute as it is from collage and montage and even from post-modernist 
quotation’.  But, if the concern for masterful emulation were put to one side and the 
purpose of pastiche reframed as the production of new meanings, perhaps it could be seen 
in a more positive light? Ruf implies this by invoking Kierkegaard to make the point that to 
repeat anything is, by default, to make something new, and that without the capacity to 
repeat ‘all life dissolves into an empty, meaningless noise’ (Kierkegaard 1983, p. 149).  
 
A persistently negative view of pastiche was formulated by Frederic Jameson (1991) in the 
influential collection of essays, ‘Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism’ in 
which pastiche (and the imitative impulse in general) is defined as the imitation of ‘dead 
styles’ and a form of ‘speech in a dead language’ (p. 17). Whilst parody might be useful as a 
critical tool, pastiche is merely ‘blank parody’.  Why is it dead style? For Jan Verwoert (2006, 
p.15), the answer to this is that postmodern appropriation or imitation is a ‘temporal 
incision’ of ‘history at a standstill’, and that the appropriation occurs within a ‘blackout of 
historical time that mortifies culture and turns its tropes into inanimate figures’. 
 
Pastiche is most often confused with parody because it is a similarly imitative process. In a 
parodic construction, the contrast between source and imitation is maximised. Indeed, it is 
the point of parody to ‘confront’ the past form, the canonical text etc. However, for Linda 
Hutcheon (1985), the distinguishing feature for pastiche is one of closeness or proximity. To 
pastiche something is to be close to it; to be the same but different. Because of this 
closeness, it can be difficult to determine if the pastiche form is negatively or positively 





Pastiche: a progressive view 
 
There have been notable exceptions to the pejorative view of pastiche. These provide 
alternative readings which, in a sense, revivify it as a productive methodology within the 
discursive nature of contemporary artistic production. Ingeborg Hoesterey (2001) and 
Richard Dyer (2007) put forward cases in which pastiche is an animated form that offers 
more than ironic quotation and in which the act or repetition can be seen to offer distinctly 
new perspectives on the contextual frames in which it is done and is, therefore, a 
progressive form of cultural production. Their work is supported by Marcus Boon (2010) and 
Magaret Rose (2011). It is Dyer and Hoesterey’s conception of pastiche on which I draw in 
this project.  
 
Richard Dyer’s Pastiche (2007) closely examines forms of cultural pastiche that promote it as 
‘a kind of imitation that you are meant to know is an imitation’ (p.1). According to Dyer, the 
forms that pastiche can take are many; it can be an entire work, or it can be a component of 
a larger work. Pastiche can take on a specific work within a genre or the genre itself. Whilst 
pastiche is always an imitation of other art (and not directly of life or reality) it should not be 
thought of as something that is superficial or worthless because of this. Copying and 
imitation are fundamental aspects of Western art, just as they are in life more generally; we 
understand and apprehend life through the frameworks of cultural imitation and copy 
(Boon 2010). For Dyer (2007, p. 2), pastiche is ‘a knowing form of the practice of imitation, 
which holds us inexorably within cultural perception of the real, and thereby, enables us to 
make sense of the real’. As with many other forms of copying, pastiche makes us aware of 
the fact of imitation. It is a question of how it imitates that distinguishes it from other forms 
of copying. For Dyer, this difference is represented in terms of feeling; he asserts that there 
is an affective dimension to pastiche, an emotive connection to the copied form, which is 
important for the artist and for the audience. 
 
In Pastiche: Cultural Memory in Art, Film, Literature (2001) Ingeborg Hoesterey reassesses 
the importance of pastiche as a tool that can contribute meaningfully to social and artistic 
conversations and refigures it as a ‘discursive space’. Her aim is to move away from 
Jameson’s vague and dismissive definition in which he asserts that ‘pastiche is, like parody, 
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the imitation of a peculiar mask, speech in a dead language; but it is a neutral practice of 
such mimicry, without any of parody’s ulterior motives, amputated of the satiric impulse’ 
(1991, p. 17). Hoesterey analyses the structure of pastiche and concludes that it has the 
potential to foster critical thinking, contributing dynamically (the opposite of Jameson’s 
passivity) in the already ‘heterogeneous conjunction’ and discursive situation of artistic 
production (2001, introduction xi).   Hoesterey goes further, suggesting that pastiche is a 
particular manifestation of cultural memory that merges the horizons of past and present, 
borrowing extensively from the archive of Western culture in search of the ‘unperformed 
and dismissed’ (introduction, xi). What Hoesterey implies here is that the historical form is 
redeployed in the new work in an effort to exploit its hitherto unrealised potential. 
 
Dyer and Hoesterey suggest that pastiche can bring together heterogeneous elements 
within a unifying framework, allowing reflection on a historical context and allowing those 
elements to have an affective role in the new context. Perhaps it can be useful in contexts 
where multiple traditions might be seeking simultaneous expression, such as when the 
voices of migration encounter their new geographic and cultural contexts. 
 
Combination and Imitation 
 
A defining characteristic of pastiche is that it combines various elements into a new thing. 
The pastiche can range from the very subtle, where one is hardly aware of the differences or 
from where they have come, to a work that makes explicit the sources of the elements and 
how they operate in the new work. Combinatory pastiche is not a random accumulation of 
sources. For it to work, and for it to have formal integrity the pastiche work must cast a 
unifying net over the elements within it. Dyer (2007, p. 18) states that ‘whether or not […] 
the differences between the elements in a pasticcio work are emphasised at the points 
where they are juxtaposed, there is also usually a principle of organisation in the work as a 
whole. Shifts, contrasts and interruptions may be the order of the day, but there is generally 
an overriding tone of underlying structure that makes some sense of it all’. This is what 
Hoesterey refers to as ‘a single taste’ that pastiche aspires to. If that formal integrity is not 
present (either explicitly or otherwise), the effect can be received as ‘craftless, 
undisciplined, confusing, indigestible, too much, things thrown together anyhow, in short, a 
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mess’ (Dyer 2007, p. 20). This brings to mind Robert Venturi’s often-cited gentle manifesto 
for postmodern architecture. He is in favour of a pastiche approach and prepared to risk 
confusion: ‘I am for messy vitality over obvious unity […] richness of meaning rather than 
clarity of meaning’ (1966, p.16). 
 
Despite the risk of muddle, Hoesterey finds rich potential in pastiche because it offers a 
questioning or dialectical stance towards historical antecedents. It can be thought of as a 
heterogeneous conjunction that is fundamentally a form of critical thinking through cultural 
critique. Combinatory pastiche brings together divergent parts into a unified whole – that is 
its structure. This structure is deployed as a dialogical tool, or creative critical activity, 
allowing growth through its scrutiny of past forms.  According to Dyer, this heterogeneous 
structure and attendant exploratory attitude has a role to play in the articulation of 
migratory experience. Indeed, it may even derive from it: ‘Pasticcio forms […] can also be 
seen as both a product and an expression of the new, hybrid identities forged in an era of 
multiple migrations and interacting heterogeneous populations’ (2007, pp. 20-21). 
 
In this sense, the pastiching tendency of postcolonial, migratory identity and experience 
interacts with its historical and contemporary sources, allowing a freedom to question their 
authority and to deploy them differently for alternative purposes. It can be a highly 
energetic mixing up (‘messy vitality’) of received wisdoms, challenging perceived senses of 
harmony or ‘decorum’ and can thereby be thought of as ‘liberating, revolutionary, a good in 
itself’ (Dyer 2007, p. 21). 
 
A pastiche is very like the source that it is imitating. It is similar but not identical (neither a 
direct copy nor completely original). So how is it distinguishable from the imitated source? 
There are a number of ways in which degrees of distance and proximity to the original can 
be negotiated and these can be thought of as the methodology of pastiche; how it becomes 
its own nuanced method in amongst so many other forms of copying. As Dyer (2007) points 
out, pastiche might depart from the original (whilst always in some way being tethered to it) 
by degrees of deformation and discrepancy or accentuation and exaggeration or it might 





A closer analysis of pastiche as it plays out in literature is helpful in establishing the 
theoretical possibilities of pastiche as a painted form. Dyer’s analysis of literary pastiche 
establishes how feeling can be housed within the frame of the pastiche whilst also allowing 
critical reflection on the purposes and contexts of the pastiche.  
 
Marcel Proust’s The Lemoine Affair (1904) is a well-known example of literary pastiche. 
Proust uses pastiche to write about real events using other authors’ styles, but in forms they 
never used (for example Gustave Flaubert’s style in the form of a newspaper article), and 
includes historically inaccurate events (for example comments from Ruskin, the first 
aeroplane flight, Giotto painting scenes). This is an example of using anachronistic elements 
within the framework of a contemporary circumstance to make clear that pastiche is being 
used. So, the discrepancies serve to highlight the frame in which they sit. 
 
Literary pastiche was employed by Proust as a valid and valued form of writing (he 
recommended it as a way of working through one’s forebears – to learn about their craft 
and then to purge them). It also does more than this by immersing itself in the original and 
then working from within, affording insights into the original and the framing context for 
the pastiche. More subtly, it allows the reader to experience the anachronistic writing style 
in the context of the pasticheur’s attitude towards it. And so, it makes available both an 
experience of the imitated work just as it makes the reader aware of the context in which 
the imitation is situated (Austin, 2013. Dyer, 2007). Dyer (p.61) suggests that the author 
does not use pastiche to criticise, mock or knock down the form and style of the original but 
rather: ‘to inhabit another style, even while not identifying himself with it’.  
 
Dyer’s point is that pastiche makes evident that something has been copied and may also 
indicate that the author feels something for the origins of the copy. The author is able to 
inhabit the original, and even to feel it, but does not to have to become it. They can 
observe, become, reflect and move away from the original. The point is that pastiche can 
amplify affective or emotional truth within its frame whilst signalling that it is a copy. 
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Because the pastiche allows closeness and affinity simultaneously with a degree of distance 
or difference, the reader can experience the feelings – the affect – of the imitated whilst 
also maintaining an ironic attitude or, at least, an awareness of the limitations of the 
original. As it imitates, pastiche inhabits the form of the original, allowing the reader to 
experience the feelings generated by the form whilst allowing a degree of critical distance to 
it. The critical account becomes a more persuasive one because it allows some 
understanding or degree of empathy with the source text. In other words, the pastiched 
form allows ‘the possibility of inhabiting its feelings with a simultaneous awareness of their 
historical constructedness. But they are not the less feelings for that. Pastiche makes it 
possible to feel the historicity of our feelings’ (Dyer 2007, p. 130). It allows us to feel ‘the 
presence of the past’ as Charles Jencks (1983) puts it. Likewise, T.S. Eliot (1920, p. 44)  
 argues that: ‘the historical sense involves a perception, not only of the past, but of its 
presence’.  
 
It is useful to consider briefly the contemporary authors, Aleksandar Hemon and W.G. 
Sebald, who combine multiple stylistic voices, merging historical fact and anecdote, 
autobiographic detail and photography within the pages of their novels to evoke forms of 
remembering that are non-linear and anachronistic and, by so doing, reframe what can be 
remembered in new ways. Sonia Weiner, writing about Aleksandar Hemon’s novel The 
Lazarus Project (2008) which deals with the Eastern European migrant experience, states 
that, by ‘reframing the image – removing it from its original context and placing it into the 
context of a fictional novel – Hemon changes its possible significations’ (2014, p. 224). 
Weiner identifies a difficulty for the migrant who returns to a place of origin, after some 
time away, to find ‘histories that are written, narrated, or represented by people or objects 
removed from the events, or out-of-place within their social-historical setting, rendering the 
representations to be empty shells at best, and parody at worst’ (2014, p. 230). The migrant 
experiences a disconnect with these new representations of their place and their history. It 
may be that pastiche allows a way of understanding that is not otherwise accessible when 
confronted with the discontinuous, fragmented and changed relationship that a migrant can 
have towards their land of origin. Pastiche may allow, through affective encounter, to 
reconstruct the feeling of connection. 
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Recognising the reference 
 
A persistent issue arises across all forms of copying and that is, simply, what happens when 
the reference, in its copied form, is not recognised? Pastiche can be difficult to pin down 
and it can be difficult to recognise. In some cases, a pastiche can only be recognised as such 
through contextual indicators. Indeed, a pastiche may need to be explicitly labelled  before 
we see it as pastiche and then engage it as reference. The recognition of the source is 
important to Dyer’s formulation of the use and value of pastiche. He suggests that if the 
audience does not accurately locate the (historical) reference on some level, then the 
pastiche is redundant. Hoesterey (2001) also states that, ‘unless one can decipher the 
intertexts, many postmodern works will offer only a banal aesthetic experience’ (2001, p. 
27). But does this go too far?  
 
No doubt there is a richness of context afforded by an audience recognising the sources to 
which a work employing pastiche refers. However, is it not still possible for a work to be 
derived from pre-existing sources, and also be read on its own terms – that is, offer a 
reading that is independently constructed without knowledge of those references? It might 
be as simple as saying that a work can have multiple ‘aspects’ and that it makes itself 
available through those aspects in different ways for different audiences (Winters, 2015). 
Indeed, it is possible to hold those aspects together concurrently, both through the 
workings of reference and through emotional affect. Further, when considering migrant 
experience, which can incur moments of incomprehension and misunderstanding as new 
experiences and new languages are grappled with, meaning can be allusive. Mieke Bal 
(2007) relates how when making the video artwork Lost in Space (2005), she worked with a 
subject who struggled to express himself in English. Once freed of the constraints of having 
to relate his feelings of ‘home’ in English, the subject is transformed, and although Bal 
cannot understand the words, she is struck by his changed demeanour. The video artwork 
becomes a work on and with discrepancy. Whilst clarity of meaning is lost, something else – 
‘a gain in insight’– is heightened, and Bal relates how, through this experience:  
 
the world as we knew it, art as we knew it, the limits and concepts and distinctions by which 
we lived, were all transformed by the brief sensation of losing clarity [the experience was] 
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detached from the self-evident certainty of who and where we are, and tumbling inside the 
experience of someone else caught in a state of mobility. (2007, p. 29)  
 
This ambiguity of meaning is echoed by Jan Verwoert (2005) when he argues that the 
objects of appropriation must be allowed to have a new life within the framing context into 
which they are brought. Verwoert uses a formulation from Jacques Derrida (Spectres of 
Marx, 1993) in thinking of the past referent as a ghost or revenant that must be allowed to 
‘have unsuspected effects on the real world’ (p. 20). The meanings of past referents are 
anything but fixed and they ‘perform’ in new ways once invoked. This invocation of the 
ghosts of the past will always entail a precarious negotiation of past meanings and present 
contexts and, in using them, we allow room for undetermined consequences. It is likely that 
the artist pasticheur may express connection to the references and that the viewer may not 
understand or recognise those references. This does not make the work unproductive but 
does, through ‘lack of clarity’, produce other insights. This movement between recognition 
and non-recognition, where both are possible, is appropriate to the task of working with 
migrant experience. Attribution and meaning are not fixed. Aspects may change.  
 
Why use pastiche? 
 
It is part of the knowledge we can have of our place in history. We make our own feelings 
but not in affective circumstances of our own choosing; pastiche can help us understand 
those circumstances through feeling them. (Dyer 2007, p. 133) 
 
How can this account of pastiche be used within this project? Pastiche enables unique 
understandings to be made of our place in histories. It can help articulate the feelings that 
we may have towards the presence of historical precedent. It produces what Emma Cocker 
(2009, p.93) has described as an empathetic sharing or ‘the possibility of a redemptive or 
empathetic form of appropriation (as a progressive politics of sharing or ethical 
possession)’. 
 
Is this not particularly relevant to the migrant who not only has to understand their place in 
the histories of their first culture but also to navigate and feel their way past their 
misunderstandings and mistranslations, into the cultures and histories of their new context? 
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My view is that the migrant artist uses fragments of their cultural histories, deploying them 
alongside the framing contexts of their new place to examine both; to feel the histories of 
both, and to determine ultimately the new form of the feeling landscape that they create. 
This is neither an exact copy of the land of origin nor the new place encounter but of the 
affective space, constructed from the parts of multiple places, that sits between them. 
 
If the postmodern period of the 1980s was a fixed, frozen temporality – a ‘blackout of 
historical time’ (Verwoert 2006, p.15), then nowadays, history has been re-booted. Pastiche 
plays a vital role in this reboot. Its appropriative tendency can be seen as a critical tool that 
takes a slice out of local, spatialized histories and contexts to ‘expose the structures that 
shape it in all their layers’ and, in so doing, ‘free that slice of material culture from the grip 
of its dominant logic and put it at the disposal of a different use’ (Verwoert 2006, p. 16). In 
other words, the act of remembering a historical past happens in a historical continuum. Its 
purpose, far from the redundant blankness of a dead language, is to provide different 
perspectives on the present. More compellingly for the migrant, who negotiates the local 
through the histories and cultures of elsewhere, bringing other histories to bear, the 
imitative forms of their histories incised into the local context serve to create a ‘sudden 
moment of insight’ that shows ‘what, in a particular social context at a specific historical 
moment, it means for something to mean something’ (Verwoert 2006, p. 17).  
 
Pastiche is governed by the context in which it is made. This means that, although a pastiche 
may draw on the past, it does so within the conventions and using the means of production 
of the contemporary. This contemporary is both the framing form that contains the pastiche 
and, more broadly, it is the cultural context in which the pastiche is produced.  This cultural 
context determines the ways in which the work (pastiche elements and frame) are 
understood. The particular version of the imitated form produced at any one time is 
determined by these factors (Rose, 2011). It is possible then for the pasticheur, aware of 
this, to produce the version of the imitated form that ‘fits’ the context into which it is 
produced. In other words, the artist makes the pastiched referent fit his or her vision for 
what it should look like, at the time that it is made, in the place that it is made. The artist 
can imaginatively deploy the feelings of the past and retain a circumspect relationship to 
those past forms. Pastiche enables the artist to bring to light past forms in the 
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contemporary context in which they are made wherein both reflect upon each other. The 
new work that emerges from this approach vacillates between copying and originality, 
negotiating difference as it does so, engaging and mobilising feeling, ultimately to let us 
reflect on the contemporary contexts in which meaning and affect are made.  
 
Whilst pastiche uses already existing instances of expression, it opens fresh conversations 
with those instances. It uses them productively to progress that conversation. As David 
Bromwich (1985, p.340) puts it, pastiche is ‘a game of adaptation and half-echoing that goes 
on all the time in a conversation [whereas parody is] the act of perfect mimicking that can 
bring a conversation to a self-conscious halt’. The value in pastiche is that it does not ascribe 
a priori, a fixed or certain point of view. Its ambivalent relationship to both the imitated 
form, and the context within which the pastiche is framed, opens up a speculative 
conversation on the roles of each. It also allows the feelings of old forms to be scrutinised 
within the context of the contemporary frame, in the place where they are now found and, 
in so doing, allows us to know the frameworks for affective expression of a past and of a 
present. 
 
All of this raises the question of what new thing is created by the pastiched form? And how 
is this new thing (if indeed it is new) productive or useful? Boris Groys (2014, p. 7) asks the 
question: what value is there in the new? 
 
Many consider this quest for the new to be meaningless and, therefore, without value. For 
the question is whether newness has any meaning at all if it brings no new truth in its wake. 
Would it not be better to stick with the old?  
 
Clearly, pastiche (along with other forms of copying) cannot claim that the artefacts with 
which it works are ‘new’; that they had not existed before. But what pastiche can offer, 
amongst other things, is a re-valorisation of those artefacts. Its role is to rethink where 
value might be placed and to make the process of this rethinking evident. In answering his 
question, Groys (2014, p.10) proposes that: 
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innovation does not operate with extra cultural things themselves, but with the cultural 
hierarchies and values. Innovation does not consist in the emergence of something 
previously hidden, but in the fact that the value of something always already seen and 
known is re-valued. 
 
It is in these movements and reapportioning of value that this project finds currency. The 
fragmentary artefacts and histories of elsewhere, in which the migrant finds value, are 
redistributed and recombined with those of the new country or new context (that the 
migrant views strangely, with different value). As the fragments of here and there collide, 
they redistribute value, whilst at the same time they expose this revalorisation in progress. 
 
Dexter Dalwood Situationist Apartment May ‘68 
 
Migratory aesthetics posits a way of working that is a transitory movement between places, 
where culture is perpetually re-defined and where a subject is never quite at home and is in 
this sense uncanny and strange. Pastiche can be thought of as a way to bring together 
multiple, heterogeneous parts and, through their combination, to construct a space that 
otherwise would not have existed. The British artist, Dexter Dalwood, paints fabricated 
scenes that sit between the strange and the familiar. The scenes that he constructs, for 
example, the Queen’s bedroom, Bill Gates’ bedroom or Kurt Cobain’s greenhouse, are 
invented by Dalwood but they are nonetheless sites of shared imagination, speculation and, 
in some cases, desire. Dalwood paints fragments of other pictures; quotations from art 
history, popular culture and other sources are collaged together to make his imaginary 
scenes. He stresses the highly mediated nature of contemporary invention and imagination 
but also suggests how ‘the uncanny’ can be, as Durrant and Lord (2001, p. 16) put it, ‘the 
condition for the emergence of new worlds’. For critic and writer Michael Bracewell  
 
‘the associative flow between images is at once collage-like and narrative, dismantling a 
linear understanding in favour of an enfolding singularity: [the sections] of the painting 
resolve directly into one overwhelming statement, holistic in its lyricism and confrontational 
strangeness’. (2010, p. 27) 
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Critic and writer, Michael Archer (2013, p. 3), states that, ‘what we repeatedly witness in 
[Dalwood’s] paintings, is the connection made with past work such that it is released into a 
renewed currency of the moment’.  
 
Dalwood’s paintings are relevant to this study because of his expressed affection for the 
sources that he uses to make to make his paintings and the process of combinatory pastiche 
that he employs.  Dalwood states that he is compelled to make something new by taking 
items in which he is interested, cutting them up and then reassembling them in his 
paintings. For the artist, this creates a space in which imagination is more important than 
the reality, and where tension and slippage create a space into which both he and the 
viewer can project (Dalwood 2010, p. 7). Dalwood maintains that, as well as using the 
‘cultural currency’ of the painting that copies, he feels something for the sources of his 
pastiche, whether this be admiration for the original creator or affiliation through personal 
biography (2010, pp. 10-11). In other words, Dalwood’s borrowings are both personally and 
culturally motivated. I think that this allows Dalwood’s paintings to be seen as pastiche in 
terms of Dyer’s formulation. Dalwood feels something for the sources that he recombines in 
the new work just as he uses their evident historicity.  
 
Situationist Apartment May ’68 (Figure 9) is a good example of how Dalwood uses pastiche 
to present the complex interweaving of personal affiliation, historicity, strange time and 
new meaning and the perturbing effect of the past felt now. The British theorist and writer, 
Mark Fisher (2008), accounts for this phenomenon by referring to Derrida’s ‘hauntology’ 
(Spectres of Marx, 1993). Hauntology, for Fisher is ‘about attuning ourselves to the ways in 
which traces of events continue to perturb the present’ (para. 4). This induces a ‘strange 





Figure 9: Dexter Dalwood, Situationist Apartment May ’68, 2001, oil on canvas, 246 x 355 cm, Tate Gallery, London, 
courtesy Simon Lee Gallery, London & Hong Kong, © Dexter Dalwood  
 
Situationist Apartment depicts the imagined bedroom of Guy Debord (1931-1994). Debord’s 
The Society of the Spectacle, published in 1967, proposes vandalism and graffiti as ways of 
disrupting the spectacle of capitalist ideology and commodity fetishism. Dalwood’s 
pastiched scene is ‘haunted’ in multiple ways: firstly, by the absence of any human figures (a 
common aspect of Dalwood’s work), secondly by the failed project of Guy Debord’s theories 
and incitement to tear down the artifice of modern living, and thirdly by the impossibility of 
a return to the heady, utopian days of the late sixties. All of this is signalled by Dalwood’s 
use of collaged together references to create the fictional apartment scene. The references 
come from jarringly different sources: the gestural scrawls on the wall are a quotation from 
two paintings by American Cy Twombly from 1970, Untitled (Rome) and Untitled (New York 
City), the face seen through the door is a well-known 1960s mural from the Haight-Ashbury 
hippy enclave in San Francisco (Tate n.d.). The fragments of Twombly’s paintings can be 
read as signs of expensive cultural commodity, as a critique of Debord’s call to graffiti and as 
a token of Dalwood’s admiration. When combined with the mural reference to alternative 
lifestyles and the dilapidated ‘freedom’ sign falling off the wall, Dalwood’s scene presents a 
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wistfully ambiguous account of the late sixties’ counterculture movement. Situationist 
Apartment shows how pastiche can be used to articulate feeling, even if it is unclear what 
one should be feeling. Philosopher, Barry C. Smith, captures this when describing the 
experience of looking at Dalwood’s paintings which fuse: 
 
the precise arrangement of colour and form with our unarticulated feelings. These paintings 
are about looking and feeling, and not necessarily knowing; they are also about how we feel 
when we look: about an urge to figure something out, something that haunts us and lies just 
beyond our understanding. (2015, p. 36) 
 
A slippage is created in the flux between ‘real’ and ‘not real’ but also in the oscillation 
between past and present (calling to mind Bal’s heterochrony); the past of the copied 
artwork is made present in Dalwood’s new scene. The artist and philosopher, Edward 
Winters, emphasises that Dalwood’s intention in presenting past artworks in the present is 
more than a game of ‘spot the reference’: 
 
It is interesting that Dalwood resists the idea that looking at the paintings is somehow an 
intellectual game whereby players compile a checklist of ‘references’ to artists of the past. 
The painting’s being in front of them calls upon spectators to experience the art of the past 
made present in the work in their imaginative perception. (2015, p.49) 
 
It is possible to see Dalwood’s pastiche process as a way of acknowledging that the past, or 
our account of it in the present, is always constructed from bits and pieces of references to 
other things and other events. This process of constructing a worldview from fragmentary 
information and of making an imaginative yet plausible space from which to view the world 
is a tactic that seems appropriate to the experience of migration. The migrant constructs 
their understanding of the present circumstance by combining fragments, both personal 
and cultural, of their past (the place of origin) and the present (the new place) to articulate 




Bring Your Own 
 
I have tested out the methodologies and implications of using pastiche in various ways 
throughout this project. One example of the impact of Dyer and Hoesterey’s theories and 
Dalwood’s process on my studio work can be seen in the painting Bring Your Own (Figure 
10). This painting draws on two distinct sources already mentioned in this paper: Gauguín’s 
Mata Mua (1892) and an illustration from Doré’s London: a Pilgrimage (1872). Fragments 
from these two sources have been directly copied. A third is more subtly inferred through 
paint handling.  
 






Figure 11: Paul Gauguín, Mata Mua (In Olden Times), detail 
 
The hills that form the middle ground, impinging on the mound of figures in the centre 
foreground, are a reasonably accurate copy of the hills in Gauguín’s painting (Figure 11). The 
distinctive shape of the tree line, the paint handling and the colouring, sit in stark and 
uneasy contrast to the softly blended ground colours, clearly indicating that they have come 
from elsewhere. In Gauguín’s painting, the hills are closer together and are bisected by a 
distinctively Gauguín trope: a tree which rises from the middle ground interrupting the 
integrity of the panoramic scene. As already mentioned, Gauguín’s paintings were often 
pastiches of imagery that he had brought with him, combined with other motifs from his 
locale. One aspect of my use of Gauguín’s imagery was to signal an impulse to refashion a 
place of new encounter using the tools that the migrant brings with them. Transposed to my 
painting, the hills from Gauguin’s painting have drifted further apart and are bisected not by 
a tree, but by the pyramid like mass of figures topped by a portly male figure holding 
binoculars and a sun umbrella. These figures come from Doré’s illustration, The Derby: at 
lunch (Figure 12). The scene in Doré’s image is one of revelry; people are lounging in their 
carriages, drinking and eating, gambling and watching fairground entertainers.  
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Figure 12: Gustave Doré, The Derby – At Lunch, 1872, engraving, illustration from ‘London: A Pilgrimage’, reissued 1968, 
Benjamin Blom, New York and London 
 
The third source for this painting is not a direct copy but relies on the capacity of pastiche to 
imitate style. The figures are painted in such a way as to suggest the drawings of 
British/American artist, Cecily Brown, who often works with loose line drawing over 
watercolour pours and stains (Figure 13). This is only a subtle allusion – it could be sketchy 
drawing taken from any number of artists’ work – and for the reference to work the viewer 
needs some biographical information: Brown and I were art students together in the UK. 
Her work periodically dwells on iconic imagery, both from the history of art and the popular 




Figure 13: Cecily Brown, Strolling Actresses, 2015, watercolor and ink on paper, 130.8 x 200.6 cm, detail, courtesy of the 
artist ©Cecily Brown 
More importantly, the dominant register of this painting is that of a strangely out of place 
historical subject achieved by the collision of fragmented images that are only partially 
anchored in the cool, bright, atmospheric ground. Michael Bracewell (2010, p. 31) states 
that, ‘quotation from art history becomes a form of conjunction within the historical 
narrative […] crafted from components of re-mediated iconography [in which] the past 
assembles as an accretion of the extraordinary’. Bracewell is writing about the work of 
Dalwood, but his statement suggests a way of thinking about the effect of the pastiche in 
Bring Your Own. My purpose in this, and similar paintings, was to explore how that 
‘conjunction’ might work within the parameters of my project.  
 
As mentioned, the figures in Bring Your Own are copied from Doré’s illustrations of the 
Epsom Derby which was, in the 1890s, known as ‘the people’s race’ because spectators 
could attend for free. It was Victorian England’s leading sporting event. Many businesses, 
even at the height of the Second Industrial Revolution, would give their employees the day 
off to attend the races (Huggins 2013). In Doré’s print, only one person, the topmost figure, 
is paying attention to the famous horse race which can be clearly seen in the distance. 
Transferred to my painting this pivotal figure is no longer watching the race but appears to 
be scrutinising the odd backdrop – the exotic hills or perhaps the hard-edged looming 
circular forms. He is the only one of the revellers that seems concerned with where they 
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are. Whilst this vestige of historical context is invoked by the imagery in Bring Your Own, the 
connection to a Tasmanian narrative is oblique and understated. I was aware, as I was 
making this image, that I did not have any pictorial reference to a Tasmanian context (not 
even the abstracted trees of John Glover used in other paintings) but the out of place 
figures attempt to suggest that, although they are indifferent to their location, they are, 
nonetheless, happy enough. My boyhood recollections of the Derby were challenged by a 
more recent return visit. The twenty-five years in between visits had seen the race undergo 
incremental change which resulted in a gulf between what I remembered and what I now 
encountered. It was difficult to reconcile the two, but pastiche allows me to reconstruct the 
feeling of connection whilst acknowledging the historicity of those feelings and the impact 
of the past in the present. 
 
The title of this work, Bring Your Own, is open to interpretation. Its most obvious 
connotation is to the provision of alcohol, to providing one’s own. This meaning could be 
extended to provide a riposte to Dyer’s assertion that, for pastiche to work, the audience 
must recognise the reference, inviting the viewer to bring their own interpretation.  More 
subtly, the title recognises how pastiche combines and imitates sources in which one has 
some investment; this is not detached appropriation but rather the combination of things 
that I have brought with me; in this case, an affection for the location depicted in Doré’s 
illustration and also for Gauguín’s painting (as a marker of my migratory journey). It 
suggests how pastiche might provide a way of working, for the migrant artist, which allows 
them to bring their own references and to construct new hybrid images that oscillate 
between emotional encounter, feelings of connection to the land of origin and the land of 
new encounter and a critical presence within the new context. 
 
The edges of meaning 
 
If the pastiche elements in Bring Your Own fluctuate between providing a point of contact 
with the historical source and the creation of a unique place that is not representative of 
any other, then the jumble of fragments in No Prospect, No Refuge (2) (Figure 14) operates 
very differently. The title of this painting refers to Jay Appleton’s ‘prospect and refuge’ 
theory (1975) which describes our preference for environments that offer exploration and 
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opportunity (prospect) but also safety (refuge). My intention, in part, was to complicate a 
view of a secure and safe environment. A further intention was to amplify the play between 
recognising the source of an image (and its attendant connotations) and the breakdown of 








Many of the jumble of collaged image fragments in No Prospect, No Refuge (2) are drawn 
from the Gauguín and Glover sources already mentioned. Other elements include strangely 
patterned juvenile plants and a brightly coloured red and yellow umbrella from a New York 
City hot dog vendor. In contrast to Dyer, for whom recognising the reference is paramount 
in determining meaning, Paul Carter argues for a migratory approach to collage where the 
connotations of the originating source of the fragment is detached and where the 
‘attachment of a signifier to any signified has been so weakened that the signifier is […] free-
floating [attaching] itself transiently and punningly to whatever meanings are in the air’  
(1992, p. 195). Writing about his ‘cut up’ audio scripts in which the fragmented and jumbled 
text is assigned to multiple actors, Carter (p.186) states: 
 
The effect is to introduce noise into the system: previously unrelated statements are brought 
into apparently meaningless conjunction and, cut up and rearranged, made to yield a new and 
(one hopes) poetic sense. The new meaning resides less in a fresh intellectual synthesis than in 
the discovery within the patterns of interference of a musical order, a grammar of sounds that is 
usually sublimated or suppressed.  
 
I applied Carter’s ‘noise’ and ‘interference’ to the visual ‘cut up’ of the multitude of collaged 
fragments in No Prospect, No Refuge (2), exaggerating the visual interference by 
compressing the space between fragments, focusing attention on the edges of each. 
Nothing quite fits together; the jostling interactions of the fragments dominate the picture 
plane disrupting the ‘grammar’ of picturesque landscape painting and replacing it with a 
confusing pictorial space in which the exotic juvenile plants appear at home in the visual 
clamour of a constructed scene. I think that the proximity of the fragments may also 
accentuate the gaps and spaces between them. These gaps produce sensations as a thought 
leaps across from one image fragment to the next seeking to bind the elements together 
into a coherent thought.  For Carter (1992, p. 194), in order for collage to be productive, it 
has to engage a ‘logic of its fragmentation’ and fully exploit or explore these ‘fissures’ or the 
gaps between the fragmentary parts. In focusing on the gaps between the fragments, which 
are also gaps in meaning, or where they operate irrationally, it is possible to employ their 
‘potential to signify many meanings at once’ and reveal a non-linear logic.  
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The cut up, fragmented scene of my painting may create new meaning in the search for 
coherent pattern but it may also invoke insecurity and doubt. In ‘The World on Edge’ 
(2017), Edward Casey proposes that the multitude of competing edges of places and 
objects of our everyday experience can induce anxiety and uncertainty. He states that: 
Everywhere the world, inner as well as outer, presents itself as a congeries of competing 
edges. Ongoing daily experience bristles with edges, many of which interfere with each 
other; only rarely do we find ourselves in circumstances in which conflictual edges are 
lacking. When this does occur, we are surprised and grateful for the surcease, savoring the 
moment when the edges seem to fit together in a coherent pattern (xviii). 
 
My intention with No Prospect, No Refuge (2) was to explore how these positions might be 
held together in the same painting and, in so doing, to present the difficulties of working 
with the fragments of migratory experience, wherein interpretation is often conditional on 
the diverse associations, memories and feelings incurred in multiple places and different 
time zones. The desire might be for a simplified, coherent and uncluttered view, but it is 




In summary, I have used a particular formulation of pastiche to dislocate fragments of 
artistic images and then relocate and combine them in the new contexts of my paintings. 
This process of recombining multiple fragments, with which the artist has some emotional 
connection in a new context, is a hallmark of pastiche for Dyer. It simultaneously evokes 
feelings for that which it references at the same time as an awareness of its historical 
constructedness. The fragments that I have used have particular affective resonance for me 
because the original source has a personal association that is pertinent to my relocation 
from Europe to Australia.  They operate as way markers along my migratory journey, but 
they also speak to other migratory narratives, most often because the artist who produced 
them was also a migrant (as with Gauguín and Glover). As such, the fragments open up 
readings of my own story but can also offer speculative, critical re-readings of the original 
sources, as when H.G. Wells is relocated to a nominally Tasmanian context, amongst the 
Glover-esque trees of The Visit (Figure 3). 
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Pastiche is particularly appropriate for the migrant artist as it allows them to use fragments 
of the cultural histories from a place of origin, positioning these within the framing 
conditions and associations of the new place. In this new context, the artist can examine 
and feel the histories of both places, creating new forms that are neither an exact 
reproduction of the land of origin, nor of the new place, but which may evoke an affective 
space that sits between them. 
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Chapter 3: The practical methods used in this project. 
 
 
In the previous chapters, I described key paintings produced over the course of this project 
and explained their relationship to the underpinning theories of migratory aesthetics, 
displacement, heterochrony and pastiche. This chapter will offer explanation of further 
practical methods that I used to realize these concepts in visual form.   
 
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section explains the overarching 
methodology of collage while the subsequent three sections identify key strategies 
employed. These include: ‘The use of different materials and mediums’ which discusses 
examples of how I have explored aspects of migratory displacement via paint application, 
colour use and digital printing; ‘The use of layering’  which foregrounds the ways that I have 
attempted to invoke heterochrony and the experience of multitemporality, and lastly, 
‘Framing the viewer’, which explains the methods that I have used to mobilise the paintings 
in order to include the viewer in the sensitised space of migratory experience.  
 
Whilst working on this project and reflecting on the paintings as they emerged from the 
studio, the meanings that I have attached to particular ways of working have shifted and 
transformed or taken on multiple, parallel meanings at the same time. I indulged this 
slippage between intention and interpretation, because it seemed a desirable outcome 
when considering the value of a migratory way of working; at their core, and as described in 
the chapters of this exegesis, both migratory aesthetics and pastiche trade in the disruption, 
dislocation and recombination of significance in order to find new meaning.  The 
development and application of different ways of painting follows the logic of that 
methodology, as does my reflective interpretation of the outcomes. I have employed collage 
as an overarching methodology that binds together the polyvalent practical and theoretical 
aspects of this project, and allows them to cohere in a space where contested meaning and 
multiple interpretation is the norm. 
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Collage: An overarching methodology 
 
According to Paul Carter (1992, p. 187), collage ‘is the normal mode of constructing 
meaning’ for the migrant. If that is the case, then it would appear to be an appropriate way 
of working within the parameters of this project. I had initially thought that collage would 
form a major chapter within the project, a distinct area of study that would sit alongside 
migratory aesthetics and pastiche, but, as the work evolved, it became clearer that collage 
was better suited to an overarching guiding principle, and that the nuances of migratory 
aesthetics and pastiche could be seen as applications of a generalised and ubiquitous 
collagist approach. The focus of the study was, then, to understand how migratory 
aesthetics and pastiche might work within a painting practice rather than collage per se. My 
understanding of collage formed around the widely held view of it as a method for bringing 
together fragments from multiple sources and fixing them, in juxtaposition to one another, 
in a new place. Stated like that, it has clear affinities with both migratory aesthetics and 
pastiche. This guiding principle is both a methodology for the project, as a whole, and also a 
particular approach to aspects of the studio practice. 
 
That said, in terms of art practice, there are many ways to define collage. These range from 
a ‘technique in which pieces of cut paper of all shapes and types are combined and stuck 
down on to another surface to create a design’ (Clark 2010), to the all-encompassing 
‘selecting, cutting, editing, piecing together, and thereby producing a particular 
combination’ that prevails in digital image manipulation (Frascina, F., Perloff, M., & Poggi, 
C. 2014). For the viewer, collagist composition fluctuates between ‘jumps and ruptures 
[that] surprise or disorientate the adventurous viewer’ (Taylor 2004, p. 195) to focused 
attention on relations and connections (O’Reilly, 2008). For Rosalind Krauss, the effect of 
collage is one of presence and absence which inaugurates ‘a play of differences which is 
both about and sustained by an absent origin: the forced absence of the original plane by 
the superimposition of another plane’ (1998, p. 219). In other words, collage is a formal 
language of schism and abuttal, presence and absence, in which meaning is in flux. But it 
also implies connection and relation; it foregrounds relations that emerge from the 
heterogeneous accumulation of fragments to suggest potential, fluid meanings. In my view, 
this further exemplifies Ross Gibson’s description of how art provokes restless activation of 
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imagination, artful imbalances and implied possibilities that the viewer then completes 
(2015, p. 54). Krauss, Taylor and O’Reilly share the view that, not only does collage disrupt 
meanings vested in the original sources, it also creates new ones when the fragments 
combine in the new artwork.  For me, a collaged image (and by extension, a collagist 
approach more broadly) epitomises Estelle Barrett’s depiction of an aesthetic image that 
has the potential to rupture and transgress ‘the rules and codes upon which naming, or the 
fixing of meaning relies [whose] structure or style is polyvalent and opens on to new 
horizons of meaning by short-circuiting accepted codes and ways of looking’ (2013, p. 67). 
 
The practical studio work has engaged with the implications of these different ways of 
thinking about collage, preferring to see them as different aspects of the same 
methodology. This has made for a discursive and open-ended approach and created a space 
in which the new meanings and locations produced by a migratory way of working can be 
pictured. The following sections of this chapter will include some of these nuanced 
interpretations of collage as they align with the particular conceptual and formal foci of 
specific paintings.  
 
In summary, the overarching frame for this project is one of selection, fragmentation and 
recombination implicit in all collagist practice. This frame allowed me to bring together the 
dislocations of migratory aesthetics with relocations of pastiche and to explore these in a 
practice that expanded to include studio based painterly image construction, assemblage 
and the moment of display (or exhibition environment). In short, the fragments of the 
collage with which I worked, have included images, ideas, processes and encounters. 
 
The use of different materials and mediums 
 
The material of paint 
 
Throughout this project I have collaged together images and painted them with an 
assortment of different materials including: enamel, acrylic and oil paint, automotive 
clearcoat, various drawing media, signwriting vinyl and UV cured printing and screen-
printing ink. This variety of materials has been complemented by multiple ways of applying 
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it: spray painting; thick impasto layering and thin fluid wash; flat colour and loosely 
expressive gesture sitting alongside digital, screen-printed and stencilled motifs.  
 
For theorist and artist Barbara Bolt, the action of painting is evident in the very substance of 
the finished work – it continues to ‘perform’ its making. She states that, ‘It is through the 
performativity of process that the world is opened up and the scope and limits of being are 
experienced’ (2004, p. 124).  Bolt’s emphasis on the material of paint, perpetually imbued 
with the process of its application, not as something inert and fixed, can be brought to bear 
on the ongoing experience of migration which, for me, has never been something that 
ended at the moment of my arrival but which I continue to experience in different ways 
over time. 
 
My intention, in using a wide variety of painting materials, is to test whether an evident 
diversity of image making material might align with or evoke the heterogeneous nature of 
migratory experience, which itself draws on multiple fragmented accounts to find 
expression. It was a way of insinuating the difficulty of cohering around one dominant view 
or one way of understanding, describing or translating, and to open the studio practice to 
fresh new (critical) accounts and narratives. The tension that I was aiming for in the early 
painting, It’s Difficult (Figure 15), was one of parts not quite fitting together, not quite 
conforming to a comfortably picturesque depiction of place. It was important that the 
variety of paint application in the work should clearly signal that the fragmented elements 
had been displaced from elsewhere, trailing something of their origins, even as they 





Figure 15: Neil Haddon, It’s Difficult, 2016/17, enamel, oil, acrylic paint and automotive clearcoat on three aluminium 
panels, 244 x 366 cm 
 
 
It’s Difficult (Figure 15) is an early example of the collaging together of image fragment and 
painting technique. The different types of paint – thick impasto oil paint and masked, spray-
painted flat colour – were applied to a gloss automotive clearcoat (a clear protective 
lacquer) which had been buffed and polished to produce a highly reflective, mirror finish. 
The ground of the painting, held at bay underneath the gloss coat, consists of swathes of 
sprayed, blended enamel paint. Vestiges of an earlier painting, a checkerboard perspectival 
grid pattern, can be seen in the upper part of the work. The image is spread across three 
panels, each measuring 244 x 122 cm, although the continuity of the image is fragmented 
and split by the edges of each panel.  
 
The thickest areas of oil paint are contained in fragments copied from three paintings by 
Gauguín: Mata Mua (In Olden Times) (1892), Mahana no atua (Day of the Gods) (1894) and 
The Call (1902) (see Figure 16), but the paint handling is only partially reminiscent of 
Gauguín’s scumbled and worked surfaces. Translated to It’s Difficult, the viscosity of the 
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paint medium has been increased as if, in failing to remember accurately what the original 
looks like, I have had to guess. In exploring the viscosity of oil paint, my intent was to 
establish a corollary to the vagaries of memory and a heightened sensitivity to new location; 
the more paint, the more presence, more here. Memory, the recalling of the ‘old place’ and 




Figure 16: Paul Gauguín, TOP LEFT: Mata Mua (In Olden Times), 1892, oil on canvas, 91 x 69 cm, Museo Nacional 
Thyssen-Bornemisza, TOP RIGHT: The Call, 1902, oil on fabric, 160.5 x 119 cm, The Cleveland Museum of Art, BOTTOM: 





Figure 17: John Glover, A corroboree of natives in Mills Plains, 1832, oil on canvas, 56.5 x 71.4 cm, Art Gallery of South 
Australia 
 
Sitting next to the densely painted palm trees of Gauguín, but in stark contrast to them, are 
two gloss enamel, spray painted copies of Glover’s tree from Corroboree at Mills Plains 
(Figure 17Figure 17). I traced the original Glover tree in digital image manipulation software, 
distorting it by simplifying its structure and then skewing, flipping and mirroring the 
silhouette. Vinyl masks were cut from these digital images, applied to the painting and then 
spray-painted using flat gloss enamel paint which blends softly from bright to dark red. The 
initial impetus in the studio for this bluntly different rendering (compared to the Gauguin 
fragments) was simply a formal proposition: ‘paint the diverse fragments differently’. 
Subsequently, my reflection on this distortion of Glover’s tree and its rendering in flat, 
opaque enamel saw it as commentary on the origins of the tree in Glover’s painting. David 
Hansen, curator of the exhibition John Glover and the Colonial Picturesque (Tasmanian 
Museum and Art Gallery, 2004) asserts that the tree was on Glover’s property Patterdale in 
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Northern Tasmania and that he sketched it repeatedly both from memory and ‘on the spot’ 
(2004, p. 204). Hansen surmises that Glover was fascinated with this tree because it was 
located ‘close to home’ and it provided a comfortably picturesque subject (Figure 18).  
Hansen also points out that Glover’s Tasmanian paintings show a clear tension between 
observed reality and the artistic tropes that he brought with him (p. 96).  Glover transcribed 
European pictorial conventions to the scenes that he encountered in an effort to render 
them familiar.  When translated into It’s Difficult, the connection to observational drawing 
has been almost entirely severed; the distortions of the silhouette and its rendering in flat 
uniform enamel paint offer the tree up as a graphic symbol that can be reproduced ad 
infinitum. Its migration to the painting has robbed it of any hint of observed reality and it 
stands, now, as a marker of displaced European pictorial stereotypes. 
 
 
Figure 18: John Glover, Australian sketchbook, Tasmanian works with 146 drawings on 50 pages 1832 -33, pencil, pen and 
ink and some with wash, 17.7 x 25.7  (cover); 17.3 x 25.4 (sheets); 17.4 x 24.8  ( four back sheets),  purchased with the 
assistance of the Hobart City Council, 1981, Collection: Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery, AG3318 
 
My intention with It’s Difficult was to locate the differently painted fragments in an 
expansive pictorial space so that they barely intersect. I was testing how far I could go in 
evoking difference and dislocation before losing any sense of a coherent pictorial depiction 
of place. As such, It’s Difficult presents a disjointed, scattered and partial view which teeters 
on the edge of simply presenting an accumulation of fragments. 
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This use of divergent paint application was repeated across other paintings in this project, 
but the pictorial space was modified in each. For example, a later painting, Our Rocky Shore 
(Figure 19), also uses a diverse array of painting techniques but my intention, in this 
painting, was to explore how the combined effect might cohere together more so than in 
It’s Difficult.  
 
 
Figure 19: Neil Haddon, Our Rocky Shore, 2019, oil, enamel, marker pen, digital print and automotive clearcoat on 
aluminium, 130 x 122 cm, collection of Jane Deeth and John Button, Hobart 
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The content of Our Rocky Shore was inspired by accompanying my wife on her project to 
walk the shoreline of Tasmania, section by section. It conflates these walks with my 
experience of migration and of belonging to two homes. In the painting, you see a rocky 
shore, as if standing on the exposed foreshore at low tide with your back to the ocean, 
looking inland to a challenging topography. I considered this an apt location to reflect on the 
experience of migration as the intertidal zone is neither fully land nor fully ocean. It is two 
places at once. It can be difficult terrain to traverse but is characterised by diversity and 
adaptability.  
 
Our Rocky Shore shares the motif of the Glover tree seen in It’s Difficult. Although exactly 
the same mask and spray technique has been used in both paintings, in Our Rocky Shore the 
tree has a different presence. My intention was, that the Glover tree motif would appear to 
be located in a pictorial space that alludes to the use of atmospheric perspective in 
landscape painting. The trees are painted on top of a patchwork of spray painted and 
smeared enamel that conveys the impression of a cloud filled sky, distant ridgelines and 
rocky foreground. The pale yellow colour and lighter tonal structure of the central tree, 
compared to the background, make it stand out, as if it were catching the last rays of sun 
late on a summer evening. The doubled Glover tree invokes an estranged emblem of 
homeliness that flips between the sinuously sparse limbs of a eucalypt and the more 
compact symmetry of a European deciduous tree. It is as if, in response to its displacement, 
the mirrored tree forms a unique new hybrid identity. Around this tree, the sky appears to 
contain multiple sources of light, but it is not clear if this is an early morning sunrise, stormy 
moonlit scene or late sunset. Although the painting is dark, it is unclear exactly what time of 
day we might be looking at.  
 
The divergent paint application evident in It’s Difficult has been subdued in Our Rocky Shore. 
Although there are areas in which loose and expressive paint application is evident, these 
are flattened and restrained underneath a highly reflective gloss clearcoat. Digitally printed 
fragments of a woodland scene from Doré’s Paradise Lost and a swirling multi-coloured 
foreground from Gauguín’s Mahana no atua (Day of the Gods) have been subdued within 
the unifying swathes of spray paint and loose brush work. However, the sense that this 
could be a real landscape is subtly disrupted by the presence of multiple rocks in the fore 
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and middle ground of the painting. These rocks have been depicted in a wide variety of 
ways: schematic line drawing, soft airbrush and imitation engraved lines from Doré’s prints.    
 
My aim in Our Rocky Shore was to use as wide an array of painting techniques and pictorial 
fragments as in the earlier paintings but to modify the effects of scattered free-floating 
forms by placing them in a more grounded setting; something that might allude to a 
physical place more so than the dislocated, abstracted pictorial space of It’s Difficult. These 
paintings are an example of how I attempted to picture different expressions of migratory 
displacement; at times, relying on fragmented partial recall of bits and pieces amplified 
through the material differences of the paint, and, at other times, a sense of coherence and 
stability as the fragments come together in a more unified vision, and in which material 
difference has been levelled out.  
 
A note on colour 
 
It’s Difficult and Our Rocky Shore exemplify the different ways that I have approached the 
use of colour in this project.  In It’s Difficult I have painted most of the fragments of 
Gauguín’s Mata Mua (in olden times) and Mahana No Atua (Day of the God) with colours 
that owe something to the originals. This use of colour copied from the original has a dual 
function. Firstly, it signals the interplay between realism and imagination by referring to 
Gauguín’s rejection of naturalistic colour in favour of imagination and emotion (Cahn n.d., 
Goddard 2010). Secondly, in retaining the local colour of Gauguín’s paintings, the fragments 
signal that they have come from elsewhere. Rosalind Krauss (1998, p. 169), writing about 
Picasso’s collages, states that ‘the collage elements, being themselves shards and fragments 
from the world of real objects, are endowed with local colour’. Whilst the fragments in It’s 
Difficult are painted (not ‘cut out’ from the ‘world of real objects’ as in Picasso’s collages), 
my intention was to make it clear that most of these fragments retain a vestige of the colour 
of their original source which has not been completely modified by the effects of light, 
shade and atmospheric colour of their location in the new painting. The point being that, as 
with Picasso’s collaging of real fragments, they bring colour from elsewhere.  
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The trees borrowed from Glover’s painting in Our Rocky Shore are starkly different from 
this, in that there is no remnant colour from the original painting. Further, the dramatic 
lighting in the background of my painting seems to catch the lower branches of the tree on 
the left and the top half of the tree in the centre. The almost black reds of the silhouetted 
lateral trees and the soft pale yellows and ochres of the central tree seem to be in keeping 
with the atmospheric colour space of the rest of the painting. Rather than referencing the 
local colour of the original, they conform to the conditions of the new location. It is as if, in 
migrating to their new location, they have become ‘sensitised’ by it, echoing David Salle’s 
words (2012). Perhaps they are seeking out integration and compatibility rather than 
asserting their difference. 
 
Throughout this project, I have tried to use colour in this way, at times making the pastiche 
of other paintings evident and, at other times, adapting the original source colouring to my 
new painting. My intention was to evoke migratory experience which oscillates between 
feelings, memories and associations of the old place, holding fast to these and trying to 
preserve them, and the inevitable re-definition or modification of these as they are explored 
in the new locations and contexts of the new place.  
 
Whilst some of my paintings might nominally be called daylight scenes (see Figure 10: Bring 
Your Own and Figure 31: We Can Work Together), other elements in the paintings contradict 
this reading, creating a colour space that is difficult to attribute to any one place, time of 
day or season.  This confounding use of colour is amplified in the high key colour of It’s 
Difficult and other paintings. I adopted Gauguín’s view that colour should be used as a ‘flight 
of the imagination’ (Goddard, 2010 p. 36) and pushed it to an extreme. Rather than 
depicting real places, the heightened colour palettes suggest emotive encounter that ranges 
from the moodily uncertain drama of Our Rocky Shore to the heated intensity of We Will 
Bring Our Own Signs (Figure 22). In other paintings, for example No Prospect, No Refuge (1) 
and (2) (Figure 32 and Figure 14), the clashing ‘pop’ colours convey levity, even as they 
depict uncertain terrain.  Despite the occasional retention of colour from a source image, 
my goal was that the overall impact of the brash colour palette should depict a unique place 
that sits in a dislocated space between the land of origin and the new home. Whilst this is 
not a real place it is nonetheless intensely felt.  
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The digital print 
 
As well as employing different ways of handling paint, I have used digital collage as a design 
tool, making initial sketches and designs on the computer, and as an integral studio method, 
printing digitally manipulated copies of Doré prints onto the surface of canvas and 
aluminium panels. Of all the techniques that I have used to signal that the pictorial elements 
have come from elsewhere, the digital print is arguably the most prominent. Whilst the 
painted fragments do convey something of their origins, this varies depending on the 
degree to which the original has been interpreted in the handling of the paint. On the face 
of it, the digital print holds on to its exotic character insofar as it obviously originates from 
outside the painting; it is clearly a reproduction of an external source. Nonetheless, it is still 
prone to the changes that occur as it is relocated to the painting. The reversed, reflected 
and upturned elements of the print make evident the impact of this relocation. 
 
In We Will Bring Our Own Signs (Figure 22), the historical figure has been rendered in two 
ways: the sign carrying man (from Doré’s London: A Pilgrimage) is hand painted and the 





Figure 20: Gustave Doré, Looks of Cordial Love, 1866, 
engraving, illustration from ‘Paradise Lost’, Castell, 
Petter and Galpin, London, Paris and New York 
 
 
Figure 21: Neil Haddon, 2017, digital image 
 
 
In this case, the original Doré image (Figure 20), which features a sleeping Eve and watchful 
Adam in a verdant Garden of Eden, was scanned and manipulated to remove Adam. 
Sections of the surrounding flora were copied and mirrored to create a ‘book match’ pattern 
(Figure 21). The digital file was then printed onto a painted canvas ground and subsequent 
layers of paint added to the image. The plants in Doré’s original create a scene of luxuriant 
growth but in flipping, mirroring and inverting sections of his print, the setting becomes a 
strangely exotic scene. It was my intention that the manipulated print would create a 
strange and unfamiliar setting for the painting; it compounds a sense that this is not a 
locatable place but rather the evocation of the experience of displacement and specifically, 
of the sensation of new encounter when one is relocated from one place to another. It is as 
if, in their relocation from Doré’s print to my painting, the plants have become something 





Figure 22: Neil Haddon, We Will Bring Our Own Signs, 2018, acrylic paint and digital print on canvas, 137.5 x 122 cm 
 
The mirrored digital collage was also applied to Eve; she appears twice, although slightly 
differently (on the right only her head and shoulders have been repeated). Here the 
mirroring took on further inferences, the doubled figure perhaps implying that the 
recumbent figure occupies two places at once. It might also suggest that the figure on the 
right is a dream image; it is only partially present so perhaps the sleeping figure is dreaming 
herself displaced in the new location. Eve’s apparently unconcerned slumber suggests that 
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this experience of displacement, in this painting at least, is a benign one. As with many of 
the pastiched forms used in this project there was a dual motivation in choosing images 
from Doré’s illustrations for Paradise Lost. My wife owns an original edition, having 
inherited it from her forebears – it has its own place as a cherished heirloom within the 
story of a Tasmanian settler family. It is also a story of expulsion and displacement and I 
took my lead from Doré, finding forms and creating scenes that convey a place that only 
exists in the imagination or, as a distant memory.  
 
This sense of spatial displacement, foregrounded in the digital print, appears as in other 
paintings but takes on additional, nuanced meanings. Doré’s illustration The New Zealander, 
taken from ‘London: A Pilgrimage’, appears in my painting The Land Will Heal Itself (Figure 
23), although much has been hidden under subsequent layers of paint, especially in the 
foreground. In this case, the digital manipulation was applied to the ruined cityscape of 
London, making the well-known panorama view of St. Paul’s Cathedral oddly unfamiliar. 
Again, Doré’s vista is already strange; it is the imagined future ruin of London but, 
transposed to my painting, it becomes even stranger. This is no longer a simple reversal of a 
view of the colonies, it is an altogether different place.  
 
 
Figure 23: Neil Haddon, The Land Will Heal Itself, 2018, oil, enamel and digital print on aluminium panel, 122 x 150 cm 
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The distinct characteristics of the original engraving are commingled with the other painted 
elements, each element registering a different approach and suggesting a different origin. 
Doré’s The New Zealander (Figure 24), who contemplates the ruins of London, serves as a 
reminder that all great civilisations will one day fall into ruins. However, in my version, the 
print has been manipulated and the central figure of Doré’s image has been removed. In 
Doré’s illustration the ‘New Zealander’ sits on a rock sketching the ruins of the city, but in 
my painting, he has been replaced by a skewed trapezoid cut-out which reveals the ground 
colour of the painting (Figure 25). 
 
 
Figure 24: Gustave Doré, The New Zealander, 1872, (detail), 
engraving, illustration from ‘London: A Pilgrimage’, reissued 
1968, Benjamin Blom, New York and London 
 
Figure 25: Neil Haddon, The Land Will Heal Itself, 2018, detail 
 
This erasure of the figure tests out some of the ideas foregrounded by Imants Tillers’ 
painting, Kangaroo Blank (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Imants Tillers, Kangaroo blank, 1988, oil stick, gouache, oil paint and synthetic polymer paint on 78 canvas 
boards, 213 x 195cm, Museum of Contemporary Art Australia and Tate, © Imants Tillers. 
 
Figure 27: George Stubbs, The Kongouro from New Holland 1770 (Kangaroo), 1772, oil and beeswax on mahogany panel, 
60.5 x 71.5 cm, the Royal Museums Greenwich 
Kangaroo blank includes a partial copy of A portrait of a Kongouro from New Holland 1770 
(Figure 27) by British artist George Stubbs. Stubbs’ inaccurate depiction of a kangaroo was 
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not based on a live specimen but was an amalgamation of second-hand, written accounts 
and in situ sketches by Sydney Parkinson made during Captain James Cook’s first scientific 
voyage to the Pacific (Museum of Contemporary Art Sydney n.d.). Translated to Tillers’ 
painting, the kangaroo has been completely excised and replaced by a dark void. Deborah 
Hart (2006, p. 35) describes this excision as ‘the idea of a hiatus, a gap in space and in 
understanding’ which reveals Tillers’ preoccupation with error, mistakes and the 
in/authentic. Nicholas Baume (1988, p. 227) contends that Tillers’ gesture confronts the 
habitual relationship of the Australian artist copying reproductions of paintings from 
overseas, to instead expose the European artist who, working with incomplete information, 
tries to evoke a semblance of a place he has not visited. The void in Tillers’ painting indicates 
that something is missing, or has been displaced, but offers no solution as to what might 
replace it, revealing Tillers’ complicated relationship with images and signs of here and 
there, Australia and Europe. Tillers’ pastiche of Stubbs’ imagery conveys an Australian 
cultural identity ‘as one mediated through other images and representations’ (Museum of 
Contemporary Art Sydney n.d.). 
 
In my work, the stark geometry of the gap proposes two questions: What was here? What 
now replaces it? It also poses questions about the excision of the ‘native’ New Zealander 
from the scene of devastated colonial power. What I wanted to show in my painting is that 
the answer to these questions might always remain elusive or unstable and, in its place, all 
that remains is the ‘gap in space and understanding’. The translation of the image into my 
painting plays on this, but also insinuates that, as a migrant who periodically travels back to 
my country of origin, a gap exists between the place remembered and the different place 
encountered anew when one returns. The skewed trapezoid is, relatively speaking, only a 
small moment in the painting, and the reading above is complicated by the inclusion of 
other geometric shapes within the work. The subtlety of my reading is dependent on the 
viewer’s knowledge of the original Doré print, but the shapes do, nonetheless, suggest that 





The Use of Layering 
 
 
Over the course of this project, I employed various forms of layering to invoke a sense of 
heterochrony. By ‘layering’ I mean, not only the physical application – and removal – of 
paint over paint, shape over shape, but also an exploration of the ground layer of the 
paintings and how the substrate of the painting may subtly influence the awareness of 
multitemporality.  
 
The soft surface: absorbing the historical figure 
 
The collagist methodology of this project has allowed me to create a space in which to 
explore the oppositional qualities of hard, reflective surface and soft, absorbent surface, 
inflecting different meanings and associations onto the motifs that circulate through the 
paintings, yet binding them together in the one body of work. 
 
 
Figure 28, Neil Haddon, We Will Bring Our Own Love, 2017, acrylic paint and digital print on canvas, 158 x 135 cm 
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As part of my exploration of ground layer and surface, I made paintings on canvas – Bring 
Your Own (Figure 10), We Can Work Together  (Figure 31), We Will Bring Our Own Love 
(Figure 28), We Will Bring Our Own Signs (Figure 22) and Keep Your Eyes on the Money 
(Figure 8) – as well as paintings on aluminium. My purpose in shifting from aluminium to 
canvas was to see what impact a softer and more absorbent ground layer might have on the 
reading of the work. The canvas paintings are soft because the canvas is a pliable surface, 
compared to the rigidity of the aluminium and because the warp and weft of the absorbent 
cloth diffuses light in its textured surface. Most of the paintings on aluminium have a gloss 
surface which partially reflects the viewer and the setting in which the painting is hung. All 
of the paintings on canvas prominently feature figures taken from Doré illustrations and, I 
would argue that these figures are apprehended differently, compared with the aluminium 
panels, because of the softer, absorbent ground. Without the distractions of the reflective 
gloss surface on the hard, aluminium substrate, the evident historicity of the figures can be 
seen more keenly; the viewer can become absorbed in it. For Nora Alter (2016, p. 8), writing 
about John Akomfrah’s work, his pseudo 19th century figures present a conduit or ‘contact 
zone between the local and the global, the old and the new’. My conjecture is, that the 
canvas substrate of my paintings augments this ‘contact zone’. However, despite this 
heightened awareness of the historical figures and their period costumes, the paintings 
remain ambiguous in terms of historical attribution. The prevalent association is one of 
strange presence. Here I draw on Jill Bennett’s description of the ‘costume piece’ artwork by 
Sally Smart and Yinka Shonibare (Figure 29) in the exhibition Contemporary Commonwealth 
(2006, National Gallery of Victoria). Bennett argues that the ‘pantomime splendour’ of their 
work creates ‘an event out of bizarre constructions, not really representative of any 
particular place or people, summoned to this place from a divergent and fragmentary [other 





Figure 29 LEFT: Sally Smart, The Exquisite Pirate, 2004-2006, painted felt, collage, dimensions variable © Sally 
Smart/Licensed by VISCOPY, Sydney, RIGHT: Yinka Shonibare, Reverend on Ice, 2005, fibreglass, batik, leather, wood and 
steel, installation variable, © Yinka Shonibare/Licensed by VISCOPY, Sydney 
  
 
The play between the diffuse and reflective surfaces draws on Michael Fried’s (1980) 
formulation of the opposing values of absorption and theatricality. Whereas the reflective 
surface of my paintings on aluminium was designed to alert the viewer to their presence in 
the work (for Fried this would be a theatrical relationship), the canvas paintings allow the 
viewer to engage in a less self-conscious viewing (being absorbed in the painting). I discuss 
the reflective surface later in this chapter when considering the ways that I have implicated 
the viewer in the construction of meaning within the works but here,  the inference in terms 
of heterochronic time, is that, when viewing the body of paintings as a whole, the viewer 
oscillates between being absorbed in the amplified historicity of the figures within the 
canvas paintings and the seeing themselves and the current exhibition venue reflected in 




A note on the abraded surface 
 
Another way in which layering has been employed in my work has been through the 
abraded surface. For some years I have been using a process of applying layers of enamel 
paint by spray gun and brush and then sanding back through the layers. This process 
alternates between the pragmatics of dealing with mistakes, to the deliberate revealing of 
the ‘archaeology’ of a painting. The implications of this painterly effect have varied across 
bodies of work but consistently imply that the finished painting is the result of the to and fro 
of concealing and revealing content. In the case of this project, the abrasion of layers of 
paint is a painterly method for creating texture and atmosphere and is a way of inferring 
that the ground onto which the fragments have been relocated has a history. The abrasion 
of layers appears, to greater or lesser degrees, in most of the paintings on aluminium. An 
example of this process can be seen in the small painting, The Ruins of London (Figure 30), in 
which a printed image (taken from Doré’s The New Zealander) was applied to the aluminium 
panel. This print was then completely covered with several layers of yellow, orange and red 
spray-painted enamel. The resulting opaque monochrome was then carefully abraded, using 
an electric finishing sander, to partially reveal the printed image. The sanding process can be 
controlled to leave the print hidden in the paint, reveal more of it or almost entirely remove 
it. Some additional layers of paint were applied by hand and airbrush prior to the panel 
being coated in an automotive clearcoat. This gloss surface was then buffed and polished to 
a mirror finish and the doubled over ‘Glover trees’ and schematic rocks added. The result of 
this layered process was to create a ghostly image of St Paul’s Cathedral in the centre of the 
painting. Already a ruin in Doré’s print, the cathedral has all but disappeared; a last vestige 
hovering in the glowing red ground. The diffuse image of the cathedral sits in a patchwork of 
fragmented engraving lines and is contrasted against the hard-edged precision of the Glover 
tree and rocks. 
 
In rubbing back through the surface and underlying layers of The Ruins of London, the 
histories and associations of the printed image are revealed and brought into the present. 
The complicated temporal relationship between the historical artefact and its presence as a 






Figure 30: Neil Haddon, The Ruins of London, 2019, enamel, oil, digital print and automotive clearcoat on aluminium panel, 
50 x 60 cm 
 
 
Superimposition of abstract shapes 
 
As well as the experimentation with different surfaces, layering occurs in my works through 
the superimposition of abstract geometric shapes that have a peculiar atemporal presence 
within the paintings. For the most part, these forms sit on their own conceptual and formal 
pictorial layer, in so far as they do not appear to be influenced by anything else in the 
painting, either in terms of colour, tone or content. In part, this estranged temporal 
presence is due to the fact that the elements have no source, they are not pastiched from 
elsewhere nor are they references to particular histories or moments from my migratory 
journey. In a way, these elements have operated for me as ‘free agents’ that move around 
the paintings, changing shape and implied meaning as they do so, depending on where they 
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are placed. At times they imply the construction of nominally architectural forms or 
monuments as in the planar forms of We Can Work Together (Figure 31). Here, the 
abstracted, incomplete constructions allude to monuments or follies. Nora Alter (2016, p.7) 
states that, ‘in the absence of ruins […] the diasporic subject has to construct some, even if 
all she is drumming up are spectres of half-finished monuments’. In The Future of the Image 
(2007) Jacques Rancière explains that the play of operations between figurative and 
abstract elements in a painting is one way to apprehend meaning or see meaning being 
constructed. The strange geometric forms, propped and leaning against each other, 
precariously suspended and without visible support stand as flimsy monuments to the flux 
of meaning constructed in the new territories of migratory experience. 
 
 
Figure 31: Neil Haddon, We Can Work Together, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 137.5 x 122 cm 
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At other times, the geometric shapes imply an absence, gap, or the excising of part of an 
image as in The Land Will Heal Itself (Figure 23) discussed earlier. In We Can Work Together, 
a dark elliptical hole appears in the near foreground, a punning reminder of a comment my 
parents would make when they found me, as a young child, digging yet another hole in the 
back garden: ‘if you keep going you’ll get to Australia!’ 
 
 
Framing the Viewer 
 
 
As much as my intention in this project was to use perturbing displacement, temporal 
dislocation and combinatory pastiche to express my experience of migration, I also wanted 
to explore how I might include the viewer within that experience. What I mean by this, is 
that I wanted to mobilise the relationship between the viewer and the paintings so that the 
viewer is asked to consider their presence in the narrative of my migration. It was important 
to me that I find a way to acknowledge the view of the migrant that Demos et al 
characterise as an exotic other, but also to complicate this view. The reason for this, is that 
after twenty years living in Australia, I oscillate between those two positions; despite the 
enduring impact of my migration, I am now embedded in this community.  As the project 
developed, I began to consider how I could invite the viewer to consider their place within 
the experience of viewing, by exploring subtle ways to infer a pictorial space in which both 
artist and viewer can be present but which also asks for consideration of who is looking at 





Figure 32: Neil Haddon, No Prospect, No Refuge (1), 2018/2019, oil, enamel and automotive clearcoat on aluminium, 170 x 
150 cm 
 
The hard surface: reflection 
 
As mentioned earlier, one of the ways in which I have sought to include the viewer is 
through the use of reflective surfaces in many of my works. The two paintings, No Prospect, 
No Refuge (1) (Figure 32) and No Prospect, No Refuge (2) (Figure 14), are examples of how I 
have used the reflective surface of highly polished clearcoat over the ground of the painting 
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and on which the other elements are painted. The rigid, smooth aluminium panel substrate 
intensifies the gloss sheen over the softly blended spray-painted colours of the ground. 
When moving in front of these subtly mirrored surfaces, the viewer can see their darkened 
reflection.   
 
Mirroring surfaces, as opposed to the depiction of reflected images, have been used 
extensively in modern art to engage the spectator, broadly speaking, in ways that make 
them aware of the act of viewing and of their relationship with the artwork. My awareness 
of the potential of the partially mirroring surface was formed by encounters with the work 
of Michelangelo Pistoletto and Gary Hume. Pistoletto’s Young Woman Drawing (Figure 33) 
presents the viewer with a large mirrored surface onto which the life-sized image of a 
woman drawing has been screen-printed. The viewer is simultaneously aware of the image 
of the woman, dressed in clothing from the 1980s, their own reflection and the place in 
which the work is placed. In other words, the viewer apprehends the historicity of the 
artwork disrupted by their presence in the here and now and, as such, is also an example of 
Bal’s heterochronic time.  Pistoletto’s simple formal strategy presents us with a complex 
meditation on time passing. It highlights the role of art in reflecting this and invites the 




Figure 33: Michelangelo Pistoletto, Young Woman Drawing, 1962-1987, silkscreen on polished stainless steel, two 
elements, 230 x 125 cm each, courtesy Gallery Persano, Turin, © Michelangelo Pistoletto 
 
 
Figure 34: Left: Gary Hume, Four Feet in the Garden, 1995, gloss paint on aluminium, 221 x 170.9 cm, Arts Council 
Collection, London, © Gary Hume. Right: Hume reflected in the surface of his painting, ‘Gary Hume’, 2000, exhibition 
catalogue, Whitechapel Art Gallery, London, reproduced with permission. 
  
Gary Hume is known for his use of layers of thick, opaque, glossy, enamel paint applied to 
broad flat shapes within his paintings. Hume derives his imagery from a wide spectrum of 
existing pictorial sources. He copies these sources onto his paintings as line drawings and 
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then fills in the shapes with arbitrary colour that bears no relationship to the original source. 
The effect is to produce an image which flits between figurative reading and abstracted 
formal arrangement. The glossy surface of Hume’s painting, Four Feet in the Garden (Figure 
34), mirrors, but only partially; the image in the reflective surface is diffused in the softly 
undulating surface left in the hand painted, gloss enamel. 
 
Pistoletto’s and Hume’s works offer examples of how a two-dimensional pictorial space can 
be opened up for the spectator to consider their relationship to the work and, indeed, other 
spectators who may happen to appear alongside them. Cristina Albu (2016, p. 6) contends 
that: 
 
The affective connections established between spectators interacting with reflective and 
responsive artworks may be extremely ethereal and may not always contribute to a critical 
consideration of social norms or surveillance implications, but they hold a disruptive force that 
suspends individuals’ sense of self-sufficiency and opens up new possibilities for interpersonal 
alliances.  
 
In my paintings, the mirror image is only subtle but it is different to the uniform reflection 
one might see in an artwork framed behind glass. The reflective surface, in the case of my 
works, is part of the multi-faceted, layered surface of the painting. The other elements float 
on top of this polished surface, interrupting the mirrored image.  My intention was to 
expose the viewer to the conditions of their own perception; that they see a fragmented 
and partial image of themselves looking at the painting and, in that fleeting moment, be 
brought into a reconfigured relationship with the content of the work, implicating them in 
the construction of its meaning. 
 
The circular forms: who is looking at whom? 
 
Another device which serves to engage the viewer is the recurrence of concentric circles in 
my paintings. These circular forms are part of the suite of abstract geometric shapes that I 
have employed throughout this project, but they have taken on an increasingly important 
function in the relationship between viewer and artwork. The interpretations of these have 
ranged from targets to military insignia to quasi eyes. The circles are positioned where the 
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painting’s eyes would be if it had eyes. This last interpretation was echoed by curator, 
Clothilde Bullen (2018), when she described the circular forms as, ‘eyes gazing at the 
audience while simultaneously providing a portal into the landscape’.  But, they also sit in 
contradistinction to what is around them, unyielding and indifferent. They say, ‘look this 
way’ (they obdurately insist on being seen) just as they stare at the viewer, fixing them to 
the spot.  
 
 
Figure 35: Neil Haddon, No prospect, No Refuge (2), 2018, detail 
 
If the circles are read as eyes, then they position the painting as facing the viewer. 
Mieke Bal has reflected on the concept of ‘facing’, proposing that it is an effective way of 
coming to terms with migratory culture in a positive way because the face can be usefully 
repositioned not as a ‘window into the soul’ but as an interface. Bal writes:  
 
Facing is three things, or acts, at once. Literally, facing is the act of looking someone else in 
the face as an illocutionary act. It is also coming to terms with something that is difficult to 
live down, by looking it in the face, instead of denying or repressing it. Third, it is making 
contact, placing emphasis on the second person and acknowledging the need of that contact 
in order, simply, to be able to sustain life. (2015, p. 150) 
 
I am drawn to this description of facing as it offers a complicating note in the act of who is 
looking at whom, host or migrant, who is exotic and who is other. Bal goes on to state that, 
on one level, what is being faced is ‘a relation to the past that, today, we have to face’ 
(2015, p. 152). For me, this implies open ended speculation on the migrant confronting their 




The territory and motifs of the paintings 
 
Another tactic that I investigated in my attempt to bring the viewer into an intensified 
relationship with the painting was to situate some of the paintings within their own territory 
in the gallery space. By ‘territory’ I mean the physical space that the painting occupies and 
also the space to which it lays claim. My intention was to invite the viewer to approach the 
content of the work and promote an appreciation of the aims of this project by focusing 
attention on their physical encounter with the artwork.  
 
I tested various ways of doing this, from painting the commonplace white gallery wall a less 
common colour to demarcating the zone of the painting by using coloured tape to mark out 
territory on the floor of the gallery in front of the painting. These early experiments led to 
the use of highly coloured carpet hung on the wall and extending out into the floor. The 
carpet thwarted the blankness of the white wall, marking out the zone of the painting so 
that its framing borders were extended onto the floor plane, laying claim to what might 
otherwise be thought of as the viewer’s space (see Figure 36). 
 
 




The artist and framing consultant, W.H. Bailey (2002, p. 17), states that the role of the 
picture frame is to ‘invite us into the painting and prevent us from escaping its bounds once 
inside. [The frame] must effect a transition from the existing physical location, usually a wall 
in a room or a gallery, into the illusionistic realm of the painting’ and that the frame ‘should 
also prepare the eye and mind of the viewer to accept and embrace the domain of the 
painting on its own terms’. My intention was to exaggerate this role of the frame by 
encouraging the viewer to negotiate it physically as well as optically. 
 
I took Bailey’s formulation of the role of the frame and combined it with Mark Titmarsh’s 
analogous explanation of ‘expanded painting’. In ‘Expanded Painting: Ontological Aesthetics 
and the Essence of Colour’ (2017), Titmarsh states that the multi-modal elements of 
‘expanded painting’ (that is, elements extraneous to the painting itself but that nonetheless 
constitute the ‘artwork’) are ‘the means for establishing a connection with something in the 
world, noticing that it stands out, thereby defining it as a thing of interest with something 
more to be said and done about it’ (2017, p. 11). By considering the environment of the 
display and the framing of the painting, my intention was to amplify the viewer’s awareness 
that, as they leave the regular and unobtrusive floor and walk onto the extra-ordinary 
rug/carpet, they enter into the visual realm of the painting. The saturated monochrome 
field of the carpet operates both as a visual and spatial device that frames the painting and 
marks it out for special attention. The extravagant framing draws attention to the painting’s 
content and requires the viewer to consider whether or not they can physically encroach on 
the carpet in order to view the work. I draw a direct connection to the experience of seeking 
‘permission to enter’, familiar to anyone who travels overseas but which, for the migrant, 
becomes a defining moment in their journey when seeking to become a permanent 
resident. When I displayed the paintings in this manner at an exhibition at Bett Gallery, 
Hobart in 2019, critical discussions with my peers revealed that many easily apprehended 
that the carpets framed the paintings and exaggerated their conspicuous presence. The 
discussion also confirmed that the carpets created a unique zone and that, in order to view 
the paintings more closely, permission was needed to enter.  
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In ‘Painting Beside Itself’ (2009), David Joselit explains how some painting amplifies the 
behaviour of objects that ‘are defined by their circulation from place to place and their 
subsequent translation into new contexts’ (p. 128). The carpet, in conjunction with other 
components of the display, exploits this view of painting as an object circulating through a 
set of relationships with other objects; it intensifies an awareness of the painting’s 
temporary status in this particular location at this particular time and reinforces a sensitivity 
towards content and meaning in a state of flux and, as such, is appropriate to the task of 
articulating migratory experience.   
 
At the same time, however, in selecting the vivacious, ‘over the top’ carpet with its 
suggestion of fun, I attempted to infer that my own migratory journey was a relatively 
comfortable one. It was one of choice rather than forced, traumatic relocation, and I am 
grateful that my experience of migration is one that I willingly revisit in the formation of my 
world view. The carpet invites the viewer to participate in a playful exploration of 
displacement and renegotiated meaning whilst also insinuating that, for the migrant, as 
with anyone else, the desire is to find a place of safety and comfort from which to view the 
world.  
 
As part of my exploration of modes of framing I developed some simple assemblages that 
referenced motifs that circulate through the body of work, transforming them via their 
application to different materials (see Figure 37). One example of this was a free-standing 
wooden frame that held a large sheet of translucent yellow acrylic sheet. Two circular holes 




Figure 37: Assemblage and carpet, ‘the shore, the race, the other place’, Bett Gallery, Hobart, November 2019 
 
Mark Titmarsh (2017, p.61) invokes Wittgenstein’s philosophy of ‘family resemblance’ and 
applies it to expanded painting wherein we can see similarities that overlap and crisscross 
within the elements of a multi-modal artwork and that encourage the viewer to engage in a 
‘free play’ of associations. My assemblages apply this thinking: the circular forms, the 
mirroring surface and the enclosed view are shared between painting and assemblage but 
are different in each. My proposition was, that in recognising this network of similarities, 
the viewer would be encouraged to consider how their view of the work is modified by 





For the exhibition ‘the shore, the race, the other place’, 2019, at Bett Gallery, Hobart,   
I produced a soundscape which accompanied the paintings and assemblage. This was an 
attempt to allow the components to 'expand' to create a ‘hybrid work’ (Titmarsh, 2017) 
between painting, object, and audio soundscape and to invoke Bal’s heterochrony by 
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amplifying the disjunctive arrangement of parts within a unified or coherent overall 
installation. The coherence of the installation depended on the repeated visual motifs 
(geometric forms and colours) that were distributed across the paintings and other 
components. The audio soundtrack attempted to complement this by featuring sounds 
associated with the visual elements (birdsong, fire, orchestral 'romantic' music). While the 
variety of exhibition elements cre,ated an unsettled, non-linear temporal dimension, my 
goal was that they should, nonetheless be bound within the expanded, hybrid field of the 
paintings. As such, the variety of approaches, held together within the immersive 
environment of the exhibition, went some way to offering an alternative approach to Bal’s 




The various methods and approaches that I have outlined above appear throughout the 
body of work produced over the course of this project. As the studio work progressed, it 
seemed that my reflections on each iteration of a particular way of applying paint, rendering 
a figure or manipulating the display of the work, would subtly change without necessarily 
superseding the previous conclusions. Many of the methods achieve multiple aims in so far 
as they may, on one reading, pertain to a complicated relationship with spatial displacement 
and, at other times, signal temporal dislocation or even the affective associations of 
pastiche. I have pursued this methodology, allowing the rich potential of multiple 






As I write this conclusion, we are in the midst of the global COVID 19 pandemic. I am writing 
from my home office, locked down and observing social distancing guidelines. Global mass 
travel and migration has all but stopped and it feels odd to be writing about the dislocations 
and movements of migration at this time. Yet, the larger picture of migration and its 
aftermath still lingers. Indeed, Paul Carter’s words from 1992 (p.7) are prescient:  
 
The period of modernity has been characterised by the massive displacement of populations. 
We are almost all migrants; and even if we have tried to stay at home, the conditions of life 
have changed so utterly in this century that we find ourselves strangers in our own house. 
 
 This is echoed by Nikos Papastergiadis (1996, p. 104), who notes that a characteristic 
feature of modernity is ‘the destruction of fixed attachments to place’ and the ‘dynamic of 
modernity is towards fragmentation and dispersal and therefore all identifications with 
place are invariably contingent and partial’.  
 
If we accept that one of the hallmarks of modernity is that of travel, mobility and motion, or 
‘flux and turbulence’ (actual and virtual, forced or voluntary) as Papastergiadis (2004) puts 
it, then a term like ‘migratory’ accrues increasingly more importance. Bal and Hernández-
Navarro (2011, p. 10) are careful to explain that ‘migratory’ is not used to define a group of 
people but rather a state of shared culture: 
 
This culture is replete with movement: people on the move, leaving traces and projecting 
new, provisional destinations. In the context of art and the question of its political agency, 
‘migratory’ refers to the sensate traces of the movements of migration that characterize 
contemporary culture. In other words, movement, once we notice its pervasiveness, is not 
an exceptional occurrence in an otherwise stable world, but a normal, generalized process in 
a world that cannot be grasped in terms of any given notion of stability.   
 
I began this enquiry by reflecting on my own story of migration and the enduring impact of 
living in a foreign country. For me, even though that which was ‘foreign’ has become 
‘home’, the underlying experience of migration remains and provides unique access to a 
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way of thinking and feeling within artistic practice. Because I have been in Australia for 
some time, I am afforded a choice in terms of the cultural heritage and subjects upon which 
I draw. As the Australian Lebanese artist, Khaled Sabsabi (2011), puts it:  
 
The dual identities that develop through the migrant experience can create anxiety and 
uncertainty, but they can also generate awareness. Going between Arab culture and western 
or Australian culture, you have the ability to experience and see and to analyse both cultures, 
both traditions, both histories.  
 
Before the restrictions on travel, I was due to host a panel discussion with Sabsabi, co-
curator, Jiva Parthipan, and other artists in the exhibition, ‘Older Than Language’ (2020, 
Salamanca Arts Centre, Hobart). This exhibition features thirty-two artists from across the 
country and the exhibition and accompanying series of talks, performances and community 
events was designed to explore the contemporary migrant experience within Australia 
today. Through our conversations in the lead up to the cancelled discussion it became clear 
that many of the artists, irrespective of their individual experience of migration, share in a 
discourse of cultural dislocation, adaptation, appropriation, displacement, historicity and 
the instability of memory as a modus operandum – a way of working through which to 
explore their migratory subjects. Indeed, the artist duo, ‘Slippage’ (Phuong Ngo and 
Hwafern Quach), cited mimicry and pastiche as key processes within their practice (2020).  
 
‘Older Than Language’ is just one example of the currency of this theme within 
contemporary visual arts practice and the larger debates about migration. This project 
participates in that discourse by seeking to add a distinctive presence within it. Its 
contribution to the field can be described by reflecting on the three guiding questions that 
instigated the research:  
 
How can pastiche be used, within a discourse of painting, to add a nuanced presence within 
the field of migratory aesthetics? 
 
The central argument of migratory aesthetics, as defined by its key proponent, Mieke Bal, is 
to explore creative practice through the lens of migratory experience and vice versa.  Bal 
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explores migratory aesthetics via reference to video artwork; this project adds to this field 
by applying migratory aesthetics to processes and forms that are specific to painting.  
 
To evoke the displacements of migratory experience, I engaged a process of pictorial 
displacement. By removing fragments of other artworks from their source and combining 
them in my paintings, I made a direct allusion not only to spatial displacement but also its 
affective consequences. As an artist, I was already predisposed to seek out particular 
artworks as the symbolic markers of my migratory journey; the works of Doré, Gauguín and 
Glover presented themselves from the beginning as the primary works upon which I would 
draw, not just because the content of their work is about the experience of migration and 
the observation of other cultures, but also because the specific paintings and illustrations 
with which I chose to work have a particular resonance within my own migratory journey. 
Richard Dyer’s formulation of pastiche provided a rationale for this selection; pastiche 
simultaneously evokes feelings for that which it references, at the same time as an 
awareness of its historical constructedness. This was one of the defining features of the 
selection process; I have encountered directly all of the original artefacts upon which I draw 
to make the paintings and so the process of copying employed in this project infers the 
recalling of those encounters.  
 
In drawing from a pool of sources that is necessarily limited, images and motifs are repeated 
multiple times. Reflecting on the implications of this, I have come to the realisation that 
iteration and repetition go some way to invoking the ongoing nature of migratory 
experience; it is not something that just ends but something that one returns to and revisits, 
exploring again the same object or association or memory and discovering something new 
each time. The consequence of this way of working was that I was able to explore and 
reflect on emotive content pertaining to a particular experience of migration, and also 
reframe historical associations for that same original source. This is one of the ways that 
painted pastiches of this project have added a nuance of difference to the field of migratory 
aesthetics. 
 
For Bal, migratory time is also multiple and heterogeneous. It is, as she puts it, ‘the time of 
haste and of the wait, the time of movement and of stagnation; the time of memory and of 
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an unsettling present’ (2008, p. 34). John Akomfrah’s work provided an example of how 
multichannel video can register multiple times experienced simultaneously through the 
montage of sequences derived from a wide spectrum of historical and contemporary 
periods. In my paintings I have employed a similar approach although, arguably, the 
emphasis on historical divergence is less extreme and historical attribution is less precise. 
Whereas Akomfrah’s expression of multitemporality accumulates over the duration of his 
film, my paintings contain the expression of multiple times concurrently, in the one pictorial 
plane. The appreciation of past and present experienced together is played out over the 
body of works, as one moves from the gloss surfaces of the aluminium panels, partially 
mirroring the current room in which they are displayed, to the diffuse grounds of the 
canvases that absorb the gaze within their historical subjects. Feelings of distance, both in 
terms of time and space, found expression by using Doré’s images of the Epsom Derby. 
Again, pastiche plays its part here, allowing the historical source to be updated, moved into 
the present and used to articulate the past felt in the present.  
 
How can combinatory elements of a superficially static, painted, pictorial language be 
mobilised to convey a sensitised space of migrant experience? 
 
For Bal, the ‘dis/placement’ of migration contains within it a ‘double-movement’ or the 
strange state of ‘now-here’ which is both movement and stillness at the same time. If one of 
the key conceptual and formal problems when working with the moving image is to express 
stagnation or stasis with a medium that moves, then painting inverts that problem; it is 
already a static medium and the problem then becomes how to express the movement to 
which Bal alludes. Peter Doig’s painting, 100 Years Ago (2000), is an eloquent example of 
how painting can do this and so, following his lead, I focussed my attention on migratory 
dis/placement inferred in the handling of paint and cohering of image fragments derived 
from multiple sources. The compositions that resulted invoke the sensation of the now-here 
in their depiction of scenes that are accumulations of heterogenous parts and pieces from 




The displacement and recombination of the heterogeneous parts within my paintings has 
produced a body of paintings that evoke a strange and ambiguous place; it is a place in 
which clear attribution, whether to a known source or to a clearly definable emotive state, 
is uncertain. Reflecting on the outcomes of my pastiche, the paintings do not simply declare, 
in pictorial form, ‘this is what it feels like to be a migrant’ but they do invoke a way of 
thinking, which emerges out of migratory experience, that allows a subject to be cast in a 
new light, to destabilise what one thinks and feels about it and to examine it again. Forming 
coherent meanings in this context becomes a fluid and open-ended process as the jostling 
fragments, chosen initially because I thought and felt I knew them well, become newly 
sensitised as they combine in the strange new ground of the paintings. The paintings that 
emerged from this project, contain content that was a surprise to me, and that recast 
simple statements of fact – this is when I first saw the painting by Gauguín, the illustration 
by Doré and so on – as fresh new encounters, as if I were arriving at the memory for the first 
time. This, for me, was the more successful outcome of these works and illustrates how 
pastiche, in conjunction with the applications of migratory aesthetics, can work within a 
painting practice to mobilise feelings of indeterminacy and the sensation of migratory 
encounter. The future of this project will be to explore how these methodologies might 
apply to content and subjects that are not derived exclusively from my personal experience. 
 
In seeking out further ways to expand and mobilise the static, painted, pictorial language of 
the paintings, I took motifs from the paintings and applied them to assemblages that invite 
the viewer to consider the play of resemblance across the body of work. This exploration 
was amplified in the extravagantly colourful carpet that recast the notion of a picture frame 
as a playful marker of territory that extended into the viewer’s space, inviting consideration 
of what permissions might be needed to enter the space of the painting. This heightened 
sense of physical encounter with the paintings was compounded by the reflective surfaces 
in which the viewer might catch a fleeting glimpse of themselves, just as they became aware 
of some of the paintings staring back at them. As part of this exploration, I developed an 
audio soundtrack that attempted to amplify some of the visual motifs and associations of 
the paintings. This audio work went some way to heighten the strange encounters depicted 
in the paintings. It indicates the potential for further work to fully exploit the sounds of 
migratory experience in concert with forms of expanded painting.  In these ways, I have 
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attempted to create a viewing experience that conveys a sensitised space of migrant 
experience and asks the viewer, in subtle ways, to participate in that experience.  
 
How is a migratory practice also a critical practice? 
 
Although this project is clearly founded in my own experience of migration, my intention 
was that it should also elaborate a mode of critical enquiry which emerges out of the 
practice of migratory aesthetics and, in particular, the forms of painting practice explored in 
the project. In pursuing this, it became clear that ‘political contestation’ is one of those 
modes of critique. If the ‘political’ is a space in which ‘conflict happens’ as distinct from 
‘politics’ which encompasses the frameworks and practices that effectively manage the 
political (Bal and Hernandez-Navarro, 2011), then it is reasonable to propose the space of a 
painting as one of the spaces where conflict can be played out. This occurs via the capacity 
of painting to create conflict and tension through misunderstanding, misinterpretation and 
‘disagreement’ (Ranciere, 1999). In other words, it is possible to create images where 
meaning and understanding are constantly negotiated and where terms such as ‘evoking’, 
‘suggesting’ and ‘implying’ are common currency.  
 
Painting that trades in the aesthetics of migration, that uses the complexities and 
implications of migratory movement, either as a subject or as a way of making work, 
employs non-linear time and movement (heterochrony), unfixed spatial coordinates 
(displacement) and imaginative return (memory) and, in doing this, creates spaces whose 
chief characteristic is that of an ‘uncertain territory’.  Because meaning is constantly 
negotiated in the uncertain territory of a painting, it creates a political space.  If we define 
the migratory not (solely) as a description of people in movement but rather as aesthetic, 
migratory art practice, then it can be used to destabilise or move critically through a subject. 
This is the role of migratory art: to create an ‘aesthetic event’ wherein ‘instead of affirming 
a meaning, uncertainty and strangeness are allowed to emerge’ (Canclini 2011, p.33). It is a 
model in which we can see how the destabilising tactic of creating a space of uncertain 
territory might work. In other words, what this project offers, is a model for contestation, 




The elements within my own work, culled from multiple sources and re-combined in the 
planes of the paintings imply a three-fold critique. Firstly, they point to the trajectory of my 
migratory journey through my encounter with the original texts and artefacts and, in so 
doing, register my personal stake in the work. Secondly, they bring with them the debates 
that accrue around the original texts and artefacts and their implications within the larger 
field of migration and post-colonial studies. And thirdly, they take part in a play of pictorial 
fragments, a methodology of making in which the meanings and associations that they have 
accrued (both personal and cultural) are unfixed, placed in the flux of representational 
ambiguity and opened up to new critical readings. 
 
Whilst working on this project and reflecting on the paintings as they emerged from the 
studio, the meanings that I have attached to particular ways of working have shifted and 
transformed or even at times taken on multiple, parallel meanings at the same time. I 
indulged this slippage between intention and interpretation because it seemed a desirable 
outcome when considering the value of a migratory way of working; at their core both 
migratory aesthetics and pastiche trade in the disruption, displacement and recombination 
of significance in order to find new meaning.  The development and application of different 
ways of painting followed the logic of that methodology, as does my reflective 
interpretation of the outcomes. The overarching methodology allowed me to bind together 
the polyvalent practical and theoretical aspects of this project, allowing them to cohere in a 
space where contested meaning and multiple interpretation is the norm. 
 
In sum, the outcomes of the project offer examples of how the spatial and temporal 
displacements of migratory experience might be rendered in the language of painting, not 
solely through pictorial representation but invoked in the methods of their making. As such, 
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